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Abstract

In 1986, Landweber, Ravenel, and Stong introduced a new family of generalized

cohomology theories. As these theories are in a sense defined by elliptic curves, they

were dubbed elliptic cohomology theories. In this thesis, we survey the mathematics

behind the construction of elliptic cohomology. Topics treated include the theory of

universal formaI group laws and the Lazard ring, the formaI group law of an elliptic

curve, the group law (up-to-homotopy) on ClP'oo, oriented and complex cobordism

theories, the universal elliptic genus, and Landweber's exact functor theorem.
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Résumé

En 1986, Landweber, Ravenel, et Stong ont introduits une nouvelle famille de

théories cohomologique généralisés. Comme ces théories sont, d'une certaine manière,

définies par des courbes elliptiques, elles furent appelées théories de cohomologie ellip

tique. Nous couvrons, dans cette thèse, les mathématiques soutenant la construction

de la cohomologie elliptique. Les sujets traités incluent la théorie des lois de groupe

formel universelles et l'anneau de Lazard, la loi de groupe formel d'une courbe el

liptique, la loi de groupe (à homotopie près) sur C:roo
, les théories de cobordisme

orienté et complexe, le genre elliptique universel, et le théorème du fonctor exact de

Landweber.
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Notation, in order of appearance

Page Notation Description

1 9a formaI additive group law

1 9m formaI multiplicative group law

3 Hom(FI ,F2 ) formaI group law homomorphisms from FI to F2

5 [m]F formaI multiplication-by-m in F

6 logF logarithm of the formaI group law F

23 htF height of the formaI group law F

24 (5)E 0 local ring of E at 0,
~

24 (5)E 0 the completion of (5)E,D at its unique maximal ideal,

24
~

completed tensor product0

26 Hom(EI , E2 ) clliptic curve isogenies from El to E 2

27 [m]E multiplication-by-m map on E

31 p(z, A) Weierstrass p-function of the lattice A

32 :Ji Poincaré upper half plane

32 AT the lattice Z + Zr

33 o-(z) the elliptic function -2(p(z) - e3)/p'(Z)

34 div f divisor of the meromorphic function, f

42 IF either JR or <C

42 wn n-dimensional projective space over IF

42 F ~nr

42 woo ~n JFlpm

42 G(n, rH) Grassmann manifold of n-planes in r+k

vi
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Page Notation Description

43 GO(n, JRn+k) oriented Grassmann manifold of oriented n-planes in JRn+k

43 G(n,F) ~k G(n,JF"+k)

43 GO(n, JROO) ~k GO(n, JRn+k)

44 Hn(X,R) n- th cohomology group of X with coefficients in R

46 B(Ç) base space of the vector bundle ç

46 E(ç) total space of the vector bundle ç

46 Fibbç fibre of ç over b

46 VB category of JF-vector bundles

46 VB B category of JF-vector bundles on the base space B

47 rn,k(JF) tautological n-plane bundle over G(n, JF"+k)

47 rn(lF) tautological n-plane bundle over G(n, F),

49 1*ç pullback by f of the bundle ç

49 VS category of JF-vector spaces

55 ü(n) group of n x n orthogonal matrices

55 U(n) group of n x n unitary martices

55 [X,Y] homotopy classes of maps from X to Y

56 Bü(n) classifying space for real n-plane bundles

56 BU(n) classifying space for complex n-plane bundles

59 Wk(Ç) k-th Stiefel-Whitney class of the bundle ç

61 Ck(Ç) k- th Chern class of the bundle ç

61 Pk(Ç) k-th Pontryatin class of the bundle ç

63 Px fundamental homology class of the manifold X

63 WI[X] f-th Stiefel-Whitney number of X

64 CI[X] f-th Chern number of X

64 PI[X] f-th Pontryatin number of X

64 TX tangent bundle of the manifold X

67 lHIlP'n n-dimensional quaternionic projective space



viii NOTATION, IN ORDER OF APPEARANCE

Page Notation Description

68 * a one point space

72 n* unoriented bordism ring

74 nO oriented bordism ring
*

76 T(ç) Thom space of ç

77 nU complex bordism ring
*

82 ~X reduced suspension of X

83 MSO*(X) oriented cobordism ring of X

83 MU*(X) complex cobordism ring of X

83 F MU formaI group law of complex cobordism

87 F MSO formaI group law of oriented cobordism

87 log<p logarithm of the genus cp

88 'ljJ0 universal elliptic oriented genus

88 'ljJu universal elliptic complex genus

93 SL(2, Z) 2 x 2 integral matrices with determinant 1

93 f o(2) 2 x 2 integral matrices which are upper triangular modulo 2

95 Mk(f) modular forms of weight k for f

95 M*(f) ring of modular forms for f

102 J multi-index



Introduction

In 1986, Landweber, Ravenel, and Stong introduced a new family of generalized

cohomology theories called elliptic cohomology theories. This terminology is appro

priate as these theories are in a sense defined by elliptic curves. In this thesis, we

seek to survey sorne of the mathematics invloved in the construction of these elliptic

cohomology theories.

At the moment, there is no intrinsic, geometric description of elliptic cohomol

ogy. It is defined by as a specialization of another generalized cohomology theory

called complex cobordism theory. Both complex cobordism theory and the elliptic

cohomology theories are examples of complex-oriented cohomology theories. These

complex-oriented cohomology theories have formal group laws associated to them in

a natural way. That the specialization of complex cobordism theory to the elliptic

cohomology theories works relies heavily on properties of formaI group Iaws of elliptic

curves, which turn out to be the formaI group Iaws associated to elliptic cohomology

theories.

In Chapter 1, we discuss the basic theory of (l-dimensional, commutative) formaI

group Iaws, including Lazard's construction of a universal formaI group law defined

over the polynomial ring Z[U2' U3, ...].

In Chapter 2, we discuss how one may obtain a formaI group law which represents

the addition law on a given elliptic curve in a neighbourhood of its neutral element.

We construct specifie formaI group laws corresponding to elliptic curves given by the

equations y2 + alXY + a3Y = x 3 + a2x2 + a4X + a6 and y2 = 1 - 28x2 + EX4.

IX



x INTRODUCTION

Having discussed instances where formaI group Iaws appear in aigebraic geometry,

we turn our attention to formaI group laws arising in topology. The appearance of

formaI group laws in topology is a consequence of the fact that CJPoo, the infinite

dimensional complex projective space, is a group-up-to-homotopy. This fact is proved

in Chapter 3 using the theory of classifying spaces of vector bundles. Chapter 3 closes

with a discussion of characteristic (Stiefel-\Vhitney, Chern, and Pontryagin) classes

of vector bundles.

Chapter 4 begins with the definition of a generalized cohomology theory, and

continues with a brief discussion of complex-oriented cohomology theories. Loosely

speaking, these are generalized cohomology theories which behave well on the com

plex projective spaces <Clpm. We then explain how the group Iaw up-to-homotopy on

CJPoo allows us to attach a formaI group law to each complex-oriented cohomology

theory. Next, we treat in sorne detail several important complex-oriented cohomology

theories: oriented cobordism and complex cobordism theories. Our treatment of these

includes geometric descriptions of the oriented and complex bordism rings. Com

plex cobordism theory is in a sense universal among complex-oriented cohomology

theories. Its formaI group law is universal. It therefore seems feasible to attempt

the construction of other complex-oriented theories by somehow specializing complex

cobordism.

This specialization process is discussed in Chapter 5. The notions of oriented and

complex elliptic genera are introduced, and Landweber's condition under which a

specialization of complex cobordism yields a generalized cohomology theory is stated.

This condition is phrased in terms of formaI group laws. We then use special prop

erties of formaI group laws of elliptic curves to verify that the particular specializa

tions of complex cobordism yielding the elliptic cohomology theories works. We then

proceed to discuss how the oriented and complex elliptic genera may be viewed as

functions assigning modular forms to manifolds. We are also able to interpret the

rings of coefficients of the elliptic cohomology theories as rings of modular forms.
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In Appendix A, we generalize Lazard's construction of a I-dimensional, universal

formaI group law over Z[U2' Us, ...] to the case of higher dimensions.



CHAPTER 1

One-dimensional formaI group laws

1. Basic definitions

Let R be a commutative ring and let R[X1' ... ,xn ] denote the ring offormal power

series in indeterminates Xl ... x n with coefficients from R.

DEFINITION 1.1. A one-dimensional, commutative formaI group law with coeffi

cients from R (or more briefiy, a formaI group law defined over R), is a formaI power

series F(x, y) E R[x, y] satisfying

(i) F(x, F(y, z)) = F(F(x, y), z)

(ii) F(x, y) = F(y, x)

(iii) F(x, 0) = x and F(O, y) = Y

(iv) there exists a power series î(x) E R[x] such that F(x, î(x)) = O.

The power series î(.T) of property (iv) is called the formaI înverse.

Notice that if we write F(x, y) = L:m n>O amnxmyn, then properties (ii) and (iii), -

imply that F(x,y) has the form

(1.1) F(x, y) = x + y +I: auxlyl! + I: amn(xmyn + xnym) .
.1:2':1 n>m2':l

EXAMPLE 1.2. The formaI addîtîve group law is given by the power series 9a(x, y) =

x + y. The formaI inverse is given by î(x) = -x.

EXAMPLE 1.3. The formaI multiplicative group law is given by the power series

9m(x, y) = x + y + xy. The formaI inverse is given by î(x) = -x + x 2
- x3 + ....

That 9m satisfies properties (i)- (iv) of Definition 1.1 is a routine verification.

1



2 1. ONE-DIMENSIONAL FORMAL GROUP LAWS

2. Manufacturing groups subordinate to formaI group laws

FormaI group Iaws resemble "group Iaws without any group elements". Properties

(i)-(iv) of Definition 1.1 assert (formaI) associativity, commutativity, existence of 0,

and existence of additive inverses, respectively.

Sometimes, it is possible to evaluate a formaI group 1aw on a collection of e1e

ments, turning that collection into a group. Let F(x, y) be a formaI group law with

coefficients in R, and suppose A is a commutative, topological R-algebra such that

for every a, b E A, F(a, b) and i(a) converge. If we define new addition and inversion

laws on A by

a +p b = F(a, b) and -p a = i(a),

the fact that (A,+p, -p) is an abelian group follows immediately from properties

(i)-(iv) of Definition 1.1.

EXAMPLE 1.4. Let A be a commutative R-algebra and let N(A) denote the col

lection of nilpotent elements of A. Then for any formaI group law F(x, y) with

coefficients in R, and for any a, b E N(A), F(a, b) and i(a) exist and are in N(A).

Thus, the above construction may be applied to define a new group law +p on N(A).

EXAMPLE 1.5. Let R be a complete local ring (R = 7lp , for instance) with maximal

ideal m, and let F(x, y) be a formaI group law with coefficients in R. For any a, b E m,

both F(a, b) and i(a) converge to an element of m, by the completeness of R. Thus,

F(x, y) induces a new group structure on m. This group will be denoted mp. Notice

that

mp rv ~(mjmn)p, and m/mn = N(Rjmn).
n

3. Homomorphisms and Logarithms

DEFINITION 1.6. Let F(x, y) and G(x, y) be formaI group laws with coefficients

in R, and let A be an R-algebra. A homomorphism ip : F ---t G defined over A is a

power series ip(x) E A[x] such that cp(F(x, y)) = G(cp(x), cp(y)). We will say that cp
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is an isomorphism (defined over A) if there exists a homomorphism .'IjJ : G -+ F, also

defined over A, such that 'IjJ(tp(x)) = tp('IjJ(x)) = x. If tp : -+ Gand 'IjJ : G -+ H are

homomorphisms, then the composition of tp and 'IjJ, 'ljJtp : F -+ H defined by 1/Jtp(x) =
1/J(tp(x)) is a homomorphism from F to H. We say tp is strict if tp(x) = x + ....

This definition is natural in the following sense. Suppose A is an R-algebra on

which the formaI group laws F(x, y) and G(x, y) can be imposed (in the sense of

Section 2), yielding abelian groups Ap and AG. Let tp : F -+ G be a homorphism

defined over R with the property that for each a E A, tp(a) converges to an element

of A. Then tp induces a homomorphism tp~ : A p -+ AG of abelian groups by the rule

tp~(a) = tp(a). If 1/J: G -+ His another homomorphism of formaI group laws, then we

have the identity (1/Jtp)~ = 'IjJ~tp~. Thus, if F and Gare isomorphic formaI group laws,

then Ap and AG are isomorphic abelian groups.

Let F and G be formaI group laws defined over R and let Hom(F, G) be the

set of homomorphisms from F to G. One can verify directly that the addition law

(tp(x),1/J(x)) H G(tp(x), 'IjJ(x)) endows the set Hom(F, G) with the structure of an

abelian group. As usual, set End F -= Hom(F, F). One can show that End F has a

ring structure where the addition operation is as above, and multiplication is given

by composition of power series.

EXAMPLE 1.7 (Continuation of Example 1.4). Now that we have the appropri

ate notion of morphism, we observe that the correspondence A H (N(A), +p) of

Example 1.4 can be viewed as a functor ~ from the category of R-algebras to the

category of abelian groups. Suppose F and G are formaI group laws defined over R,

and tp: F -+ G is a homomorphism, and let ~ and 9 be the corresponding abelian

group valued functors. Then tp induces a natural transformation T<p: ~ -+ 9; for an

R-algebra A, the map a H tp(a) is a well defined homomorphism from ~(A) to 9(A).

One can check that the transformation so defined is natural.

We can in fact show that aIl natural transformations between functors obtained

in the above manner are induced by homomorphisms of formaI group laws. Let
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T: l' -+ 9 be a natural transformation. We shaH produce a homomorphism cp: F -+ G

such that T = Tep. Let f: A -+ B be a homomorphism of R-algebras. Then the

naturality of T gives us a commutative diagram of the fonn

(1.2)

1'(A)

Il
1'(B)

9(A)

li
9(B).

We construct a power series cp(x) E R[x] such that TA(a) = cp(a), for each a E N(A).

Let An = R[x]/(xn), and for 1 :::; k < n, define Œkn) E R by the relations

n-l

TAJx) L Œ~n)xk (mod xn
).

k=l

Let 1[: An+l -+ An be the unique R-algebra homomorphism sending x to x. Replacing

A, B, and f in (1.2) by An+lJ An, and 1[, respectively, one sees that Œi
n

) = Œ~n+l) when

1:::; k < n. Letting Œk = Œik+l) and cp(x) = 2:::k>l ŒkXk, we have that TAn (x) = cp(x),

for aH n.

Let B be an R-algebra, and let b E N(B). vVe daim that TH(b) = cp(b). Let n 2: 1

be such that bn = O. Then there exists a unique f: An -+ B sending x to b. By the

naturality of T, we have

Note that f(cp(x)) = cp(f(x)) since f is an R-algebra homomorphism and cp(x) is a

polynomial in the nilpotent element x of An-

It remains to show that cp is a homomorphism from F to G. For n 2: 1, define

R - algebras Cn = R[x, y]j(xkyn-k 1 k = 0, ... n). Computing in Cn, we see that

cp(F(x, y)) - TCn (x +F y) = TCn (x) +c TCn (y) G(cp(x), cp(y)) (mod degree n).

Thus, the identity cp(F(x, y))= G(cp(x), cp(y)) holds in R[x, y], and we have produced

a homomorphism cp sueh that T = Tep.
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Vîewed slightly differentIy, we have essentially shown that the correspondence

F H 3=" embeds the category of formaI group Iaws defined over R înto the category of

abeIîan group valued functors of R-algebras.

EXAMPLE 1.8. Let F(x, y) be a formaI group Iaw with coefficients in R. For each

integer m, we define a homomorphîsm [ml : F -+ F called the formai multiplication

by-m map. vVe define [O](x) = 0, [m](x) = F(x, [m - l](x)) for m 2: 1, and [m](x) =

i([-m](x)) for m :::; -1. It is easy to verify that [ml is in fact a homomorphîsm

of formaI group laws defined over Rand that the map from Z to End F given by

m H [m]p is a ring homomorphism.

If A is an R-aIgebra on which the formaI group Iaw F(x, y) can be împosed yieIding

an abelian group Ap , the the induced map [m]~ is the usual multiplication-by-m map

on AF .

The following result, although trivial to prove, is important.

LEMMA 1.9. For mE Z, [m](x) = mx + (higher arder terms).

EXAMPLE 1.10. If F(x, y) is a formaI group law with coefficients in R, a ring of

characterîstic p > 0, then the Frobenius map cp : F -+ F defined by cp(x) = xP is a

homomorphism of formaI group laws defined over R.

EXAMPLE 1.11. Let R be a ring of characterîstic 0 containing Q as a subring.

Define log: 9m -+ 9a by x H Iog(l + x) where log(l + x) is defined by the formaI

Taylor series

x2 x 3

log(l + x) = x - - + - _ ....
2 3

This in fact defines a homomorphism, as

Iog(l + 9m(x, y)) = log[(l + x)(l + y)]

= Iog(l + x) + log(l + y)

= 9a(log(1 + x), Iog(l + y)).
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The log map is actually an isomorphism; one may similarly define an exponential

x M exp x - 1 map x M exp x - 1 which acts as the inverse to log.

Example 1.11 can actually be generalized.

THEOREM 1.12. Let R be a Q-algebraJ and let F(x, y) be a formal group law with

coefficients in R. Then there is a power series f(x) E R[x] of the form f(x) = x+··· J

such that

f(F(x, y)) = f(x) + f(y)·

PROOF. Let

(1.3) l x dt
f(x) = 0 F

2
(t, 0)

where F2 (x, y) = oFjoy. That f(x) has leading term x is immediate from equa

tion (1.3). Let w(x, y) - f(F(x, y)) - f(x) - f(y). We want to show that w = O.

Differentiating the identity F(F(x, y), z) = F(x, F(y, z)) with respect to z and eval

uating the derivative at z = 0, we get

(1.4)

On the other hand,

~; = j'(F(x, y))F2 (x, y) - j'(y)

F2 (x, y) 1

F2 (F(x, y), 0) F2 (y, 0)

=0

(by Equation 1.3)

(by Equation 1.4).

Symmetrically, owjox = 0, so w is constant. Noting that w(O,O) = 0, the proof is

complete. 0

NOTATION 1.13. We will denote the power series f(x) of Theorem 1.12 by logp(x).

COROLLARY 1.14. Let F(x, y) be a formai group law with coefficients in R, a ring

of characteristic O. Then F is strictly isomorphic to 9a over R ® Q.
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PROOF. By the previous theorem, logp : F -+ 9a is a strict isomorphism. 0

4. U niversal formaI group laws

Let Rand 5 be rings and rp : R -+ 5 be a ring homomorphism. Then rp induces a

map rp* : R[x, y] -+ S[x, y] by applying rp to each coefficient of a given power series

in R[x, y],

DEFINITION 1.15. Let R be a ring and A be an R-aigebra. A universal formal

group law over A relative to the base ring R is a formaI group law FU(x, y) with

coefficients in A such that for any R-algebra E and formaI group law G(x, y) defined

over E, there is a unique R-algebra homomorphism rp : A -+ E such that rp*FU(x, y) =

G(x, y).

Suppose that F~(x, y) and F2U(x, y) formaI group laws defined over R-algebras Al

and A2 , respectively. Further, suppose that F~(x, y) and F:t(x, y) are both universal

relative to the base ring R. By the universaIity of F~ and F:t, there exist unique

R-aigebra homomorphisms rp: Al -+ A2 and 'l/J: A2 -+ Al such that rp*F~ = F:t

and 'l/J*F:t = Fr The standard argument shows that rp and 'l/J are mutually inverse

isomorphisms. That is, the pair (FU(x, y), A) is unique, up to unique isomorphism.

PROPOSITION 1.16. Let R be a ring. Then there is an R-algebra LR and a uni

versal formal group Law over LR, relative to the base ring R.

PROOF. We construct an R-aigebra LRand a formaI group Iaw FR,U(x, y) over

L R , universaI relative to the base ring R. Let Lk = R[amn 1 m, n ::::: 0] where the

a mn are indeterminates. Let F(x, y) = Lm n>O amnxmyn E Lk[x, y]. To say that, -

F(x, y) is a formaI group law is to say that the coefficients amn satisfy a collection

of polynomial identities P,e({amn }), f3 running over sorne index set, coming from the

associativity and commutativity axioms. Let l be the ideal of Lk generated by the

P,e( {Œmn }), LR = Lk/l and 'if : Lk -+ L R be the canonicai projection. We claim that

FR,U(x, y) = 'if*F(x, y) is a universal formaI group law over LR . Let A be an R-aigebra
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and G(x, y) = Lmn>o bmnxmyn be a formaI group law with coefficients in A. Define, -

an R-algebra homomorphism cp' : L~ ---+ A by cp'(ûLmn ) = bmn . As G(x, y) is a formaI

group Iaw, the bmn satisfy the identities PJ3 ({bmn }). Thus, l ç Ker cp', and cp' induces

an R-algebra homomorphism cp : LR ---+ A which satisfies cp*FR,u(x, y) = G(x, y). The

uniqueness of the map cp is a consequence of the fact that the set {7f (ûLmn )} generates

~. 0

The ring L R (unique up to R-algebra isomorphism) is called the Lazard ring for

R-algebras, after M. Lazard, one of the originators of the theory of formaI group

Iaws. The Lazard ring for Z-algebras will be refered to simply as the Lazard ring and

denoted by L.

The following remarkable theorem, which we prove in the next section, determines

the isomorphism class of L. This theorem is due to Làzard, see [22].

THEOREM 1.17. There exists a universal formal group law (relative to the base

ring Z) defined over the polynomial ring Z[U2, U3""]'

COROLLARY 1.18. Let R be any ring. Then there exists a universal formal group

law, relative to the base ring R, defined over the ring R[U2, U3, ...] C;,! L 0z R.

PROOF. Let FU(x, y) a universal formaI group Iaw defined over Z[U2, U3,"']' Let

h : Z[U2' U3, ... ] ---+ R[U2, U3, ... ] be the unique ring homomorphism fixing each Ui and

define FR,U(x, y) = h*FU(x, y). We claim that FR,U(x, y) is universal formaI group

law relative to the base ring R. Let G(x, y) be a formaI group law defined over an

R-algebra A. By the universality of the formaI group law FU(x, y), there exists a

unique ring homomorphism cp : Z[U2, u3,' .. ] -+ A such that G(x, y) = cp*FU(x, y).

Let ïj5 be the unique R-algebra homomorphism from R[U2' U3, ... ] into A such that

hcp = cp. Then it is clear that ïj5*FR,U(x, y) = G(x,y). Suppose w: R[U2,U3,"'] -+ A

was another R-algebra homomorphism such that W*FR,u = G. Then (Wh)*Fu =

W*h*Fu = W*FR,u = G. As cp is the unique ring homomorphism with that property,
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,ve have 'lj;h = rp. It thus follows from the uniqueness property of Tj5 that 'Ij; rp.

Therefore, rp is the unique R-algebra homomorphism such that rp*FR,u = G. D

REMARK 1.19. Using logarithms, it is easy to show directIy that LQ is isomorphic

to Q[U2' U3, ... ]. Let F(x, y) be the formaI group Iaw over Q[U2' U3, ... ] with logarithm

f(x) = x + U2X2 + U3X3 + .... vVe daim that F(x, y) is universal with respect to the

base ring Q. To see this, let G(x, y) be a formaI group law defined over a Q-aigebra A.

Let g(x) = x+b2x2 +b3x3 + ... be its Iogarithm and note that g(x) is also defined over

A (as A is a Q-aigebra). Then the Q-aigebra homomorphism rp : Q[U2' U3""] ----+ A

defined by rp(Ui) = bi, i 2: 2, is dearly the unique map sending F(x, y) into G(x, y).

This observation may serve to motivate Theorem 1.17.

5. Structure of the Lazard Ring

Our ultimate goal in this section is to prove Theorem 1.17, that the Lazard ring,

L, is isomorphic to Z[U2' U3, ... ]. We do this by constructing a universai formaI group

Iavv over Z[U2' U3, ... ]. The material in this section is from [22]. Other treatments

are given in [23), [1, Chapter II, §7), and [34, Appendix 2]. A more explicit method

for constructing universal formaI group Iaws over Z[U2' U3, ... ] is given in [15, Ch. I]

To facilitate this construction, we introduce more primitive structures - formaI

group Iaw buds of order n (more briefly, n-buds). An n-bud is simply a formai power

series which satisfies the axioms of a formai group Iaw, modulo degree n + 1. We will

show that for each n 2: 2, one may construct (inductively) a universal n-bud Fn(x, y)

over the ring Z[U2' ... ,un]. This construction can be carried out in such a way that

Fn+l(x,y) extends Fn(x,y), so that the limit F(x,y) = limn-+ooFn(x,y) make sense.

F(x, y) is our universai group law defined over Z[U2' U3,"']'

The key tool in our arguments is a result known as the Lazard Comparison Lemma,

stated below as Theorem 1.25. This lemma regulates how the process of extending

an n-bud can proceed.
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5.1. Buds.

DEFINITION 1.20. Let R be a ring and let F(x, y) E R[x, y] and n 2:: 1. We say

that F(x, y) is a formai group Law bud1 of arder n defined over R (or briefiy, an n-bud)

if F(x, y) satisfies the defining properties of a formaI group law, mod degree n + l.

That is,

(i) F(.x, O) = x and F(O, y) = y,

(ii) F(x, y) =F(y, x) (mod degree n + 1),

(iii) F(F(x, y), z) F(x, F(y, z)) (mod degree n + 1).

A formaI group law G(x, y) is an n-bud, for any n. We often think of an n-bud as

a polynomial of degree n by ignoring terms of higher degree. Let F(x, y) and G(x, y)

be m and n-buds, respectively, with m < n. We say that G(x, y) extends F(x, y) if

F(x, y) _ G(x, y) (mod degree m + 1).

Most of the notions which we have discussed for formaI group laws have natural

bud analogues. In particular, we have the notion of a universal n-bud. We say that

an n-bud F:;(x, y) defined over a ring R is universal if for any n-bud G(x, y) defined

uver a ring 5, there itl a unique ring hornomorphism 'P: R -cr 5 such that

G(x, y) = 'P*F;:(x, y) (mod degree n + 1).

Our strategy for constructing a universal formaI group law is as follows. vVe

construct inductively a sequence F::: of universal n-buds, where F:; is defined over a

ring An. This construction is performed in such a way that An ç An+1 and F:;+l

extends F:;. Consequently, the limit FU (x, y) = limn -+oo F:; (x, y) exists and is a

universal formaI group law defined over the ring A = ~ An' For suppose G is a

formaI group law defined over a ring B. Sinee G may be viewed as an n-bud for each

n, there exist unique maps 'Pn: An -+ B such that ('Pn)*F:; _ G (mod degree n + 1).

The map rpnH extends 'Pn by the uniqueness of rpn. Therefore, we may let 'P =

liITln-+oo 'Pn: A -+ B. If is clear from its construction that 'P*Fu = G.

l French: bourgeon
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To successfully execute this strategy, we must first describe the extension process.

To ease the notation, let

.6.F(x, y, z) = F(F(x, y), z) - F(x, F(y, z)),

and .6.k F be the homogeneous component of .6.F of degree k.

LEMMA 1.21. Let F(x, y) be an n-bud over R. Then F(x, y) can be extended to

an (n + 1) -bud over R if and only if there exisis a homogeneous polynomial H (x, y) E

R[x, y] of degree n + 1 such ihai JR = .6.n+lF(x, y, z), where

JH = H(y, z) - H(x + y, z) + H(x, y + z) - H(x, y).

PROOF. 'vVe may assume that F(x,y) is a polynomial of degree n. F(x, y) can

be extended to an (n + 1)-bud if and only if we can find a symmetric polynomial

H(x, y), homogeneous of degree n + 1, such that .6.n+1 (F + H) = O. Set F'(x, y) =

F(x, y) + H(x, y). A direct computation reveals that

.6.n+1F'(x, y, z) = .6.n+lF(x, y, z) - JH(x, y, z).

The lemma follows. o

Let Q be an (n - 1)-bud, and suppose F and Gare n-buds extending Q. Must F

and G be related in any nice way? The following corollary to Lemma 1.21 answers this

question affirmatively; it describes the restrictions involved in the extension process.

This result will be refined later.

COROLLARY 1.22. Lei F and G be n-buds defined over a ring R wiih F(x, y)

G(x, y) (mod degree n). Then there exisis a homogeneous polynomial H(x, y) E

R[x, y] of degree n satisfying

(i) JH(x, y, z) = H(y, z) - H(x + y, z) + H(x, y + z) - H(x, y) = 0,

(ii) H(x, y) = H(y, x),
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F(x, y) - G(X, y) + H(x, y) (mod degree n + 1).

PROOF. View G(X, y) as an (n - l)-bud. Since F(x, y) is an n-bud extending

G(x, y), Lemma 1.21 asserts the existence of a homogeneous polynomial H(x, y) E

R[x, y] of degree n with

F(x, y) G(x, y) + H(x, y) (mod degree n + 1)

and bH = llnG. But since G(x, y) is an n-bud, llnG = O. The above congruence also

shows that H(x, y) = H(y, x). This completes the proof. 0

DEFINITION 1.23. We say that a homogeneous polynomial H satisfies Lazard's

conditions if H satisfies conditions (i) and (ii) in the statement of Corollary 1.22.

We wish to prove a result, due to Lazard, which describes completely (and simply!)

aU polynomials which satisfy Lazard's conditions. This result gives us the control we

need to proceed with our construction of universal n-buds and formaI group laws. We

treat the one-dimensional and N -dimensional cases separately.

5.2. The Lazard comparison lemma. In this section, we give a complete

description of aU polynomials H(x, y) satisfying Lazard's conditions. This will allow

us to deduce the Lazard Comparison Lemma.

Let u(n) be p if n is a power of p, and 1 otherwise. For n > 1, we define the

polynomials

Bn(x, y) = (x + yt - xn _ yn,

Cn(x, y) = utn) Bn(x, y) = u(~) [(x + yt - x
n

- yn].

THEORElVI 1.24. Let H(x, y) E R[x, y] be a homogeneous polynomial of degree n

satisfying Lazard's conditions. The there exists sorne a E R such that

H(x, y) = aCn(x, y).
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Combining this result with Corollary 1.22, we obtain the following pleasing result.

THEüREM 1.25 (I-Dimensional Lazard Comparison Lemma). Let F(x, y) and

G(x, y) be n-buds over R with F(x, y) =G(x, y) (mod degree n). Then there exists

sorne a E R with

F(x, y) G(x, y) + aCn(x, y) (mod degree n + 1).

The proof of Theorem 1.24 which we give is due to Frohlich, [12, Chapter 3, §1].

In this proof, most of the computations take place under the assumption that the

ring R is in fact a field. The characteristic zero case is easy; the case of a field of

positive characteristic requires a bit more analysis.

Let H be a homogeneous polynomial of degree n; write

n

H(x, y) = L aR.xR.yn-R..
R.=o

It is easy to check that H satisfies Lazard's conditions if and only if aR. an-R.,

ao = an = 0, and for any i, j, k > °with i + j + k = n, we have

(1.5) (
i + j) (j + k)

ai+j • j = aj+k k .

We derive a usefuI formula. Suppose H satisfies Lazard's conditions. Then setting

i = 1 and k = n - 1 - j in (1.5), we see that

(1.6)

for j = 1, ... , n - 2.

5.2.1. Fields of characteristic zero. Theorem 1.24 can be deduced easily in the

case where R = F, a field of characteristic zero. Let H be as above. Equation (1.6)

(with f! = j + 1) implies that for f! = 0, ... , n - 1,

(1.7)

Thus, H = ~ Cn, so verifying the theorem for fields of characteristic zero.
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5.2.2. Fields of positive characteristic. Let R = F, a field of characteristic p > 0,

and let H be as above, satisfying Lazard's conditions. The following observation

about the polynomial Cn, modulo p, is crucial.

LEMMA 1.26. Let m 2: 2. Then

PROOF. First, suppose m is not a power of p. Then Cmp = Bmp and Cm = Bm ·

Therefore, working modulo p, we have

It remains to show that for r 2: 2, the congruence

holds. We have

As r 2: 2, the binomial coefficient (pr;l) is divisible by p, for k = 1, ... ,pr-l. Also,

each coefficient of Bp(x, y) is divisible by p. Therefore,

Dividing by p = v(pr) = v(pr-l), we obtain the desired congruence. o

In light ofthe above lemma, the following lemma must hold if Theorem 1.24 does.
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LEMMA 1.27. Let H be a homogeneov,s polynomial over F of degree pm which

satisfies Lazards conditions. Then there exists a homogeneous polynomial h over F

of degree m such that

H(x, y) = h(xP, yP).

Fv,rther, h satisfies Lazard's conditions.

PRüüF. Write
pm

H(x, y) = L aixiypm-i.

i=O

Suppose p f i; we will show that ai = O. Write i = rp + s where 1 ::; s ::; p - 1. Since

ai = apm-i, we may assume without loss of generality that r 2: 1. The polynomial H

satisfies Lazard's conditions, so setting i = rp, j = s, and k = p(m - r),

(r
p + s) (p(m - r))

arp+s s = ap(m-r) s .

As 1 ::; s ::; p - 1, the binomial coefficient (p(n-:-r
)) is divisible by p. On the other

hand,

(
rp + s) = (rp + s)(rp + s - 1) ... (rp + 1)

s s(s - 1) .. ·1

is evidently not divisible by p. Therefore, we must have ai = arp+s = O. Consequently,

h exists and is given by the formula

m

h(x,y) = Lapixiym-i.
i=l

To say that h satisfies Lazard's conditions is to say that the coefficients api satisfy

various identities. That these identities are satisfied follows from the fact that the

coefficients of H satisfy those identities. o

We may now prave Theorem 1.24 for R = F, a field of characteristic p > O. We will

initially consider several special cases. Assume first that pt n. Let eE {1, ... , n - 1}.
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If p t f!, then equation (1.7) is still valid. If pif, then as we assume p t n, we must

have pt n - f!. Thus, by equation (1.7) with f! replaced by n - P, we have

a.e = an-.e = al ( n ) = al (n).
n n-f n f

Therefore, in the case pt n, we still have H - ; Cn'

The final special case we consider is the case n = p. In this case, for each f! =

1, ... ,n - 1, we have pt i, so

a= al (n - 1) ..e . . 1
~ ~-

Therefore,

n-l ( )1 n - 1 .e n-.e -
H (x, y) = al~ e f! _ 1 x y = al Cn (x, y),

where the polynomial Cn is defined by the above equation. It is clear that Cn satisfies

Lazard's conditions.

It follows from our argument that any homogeneous polynomial of degree n defined

over F which satisfies Lazard's conditions is a multiple of Cn' Thus, in particular,

Cn = fJCn for sorne fJ E F. We conclude that H = alfJ-lCn .

For the remaining case n = mp, with m 2:: 2, we proceed by induction. By

Lemma 1.27, there is a homogeneous polynomial h of degree m = njp satisfying

Lazard's conditions such that H(x, y) = h(xP, yP). But by induction, there is some

1 E F such that h = aCm . An application of Lemma 1.26 gives Cn(x, y) = Cm (xP,yP)

in F. Thus, we have H = aCn , completing the argument.

5.2.3. Completion of the praof: General ring R. Let R be a ring and let H be

a homogeneous polynomial over R of degree n which satisfies Lazard's conditions.

Notice that Lazard's conditions involve the multiplicative structure of R only to the

extent of Hs Z-module structure. We thus treat H as a "polynomial over R+", the

additive group of R, where by definition, a polynomial (in two variables) over an

abelian group A is an element of A <29 Z[x, y].
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We translate Theorem 1.24 into the language of polynomials over abelian groups

so that we may invoke the structure theory of finitely generated abelian groups.

THEOREM 1.28. Let H be a homogeneous polynomial of degree nover an abelian

group A which satisfies Lazard's conditions. Then there is some 0: E such that

H= o:Cn.

REMARK 1.29. Note that sinee Cn has integer coefficients, the expression o:Cn

makes sense in the abelian group A ® Z[x, y].

PROOF. Since H is defined over the subgroup of A generated by its coefficients,

we may assume A is finitely generated.

Sinee the theorem holds for polynomials defined over Q, and the polynomials Cn

are primitive polynomials with coefficients in Z, the theorem holds for polynomials

defined over Z. That it also holds for polynomials defined over Z/pTZ follows from

the following lemma.

LEMMA 1.30. Let H be a homogeneous polynomial of degree n defined over the

abelian group Z/ pTZ. Suppose H satisfies Lazard 's conditions. Then there exists some

0: E Z/pTZ such that H = o:Cn-

PROOF. We proeeed by induction on T. The r = 1 case holds by the above lemma,

as Z/pZ is a field. Suppose the conclusion of the lemma holds for r, that is,

H(x, y) = o:Cn(x, y) + pT K(x, y) (mod pT+l).

Writing this congruence as

it is evident that K satisfies Lazard's conditions, modulo p. Thus, we may find some

j3 such that

K(x, y) j3Cn (x, y) (mod p).
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completing the proof. 0

It is obvious that the theorem holds for abelian groups A and E, it aiso holds

for their direct sumo Therefore, by invoking the structure theory of finitely generated

abelian groups, we are done. o

5.3. Construction of a universal, one-dimensional formaI group Iaw.

The following Iemma describes the inductive construction of universai formaI group

Iaw buds of order n, defined over Z[U2' ... ,un]. By a limiting process, this can be

extended to construction of a universai formaI group Iaw over the ring Z[U2' U3, .. .].

We introduce the shorthand

LEMMA 1.31. One may construct two sequences of power series) Fn(x, y) and

fn (x), satisfyinq the following conditions for all n 2: 2:

(i) Fn(x, y) E An[x, y], fn(x) E (An 0 Q)[x]

(ii) Fn(x,y) Fn+1(x,y) and fn(x) - fn+l(x) (mod degree n + 1)

(iii) fn(Fn(x, y)) fn(x) + fn(Y) (mod degree n + 1)

(iv) Fn(x, y) - unCn(x, y) E An-1[x, y]

REMARK 1.32. Conditions (ii) and (iii) say that Fn(x, y) is an increasing sequence

of formaI group Iaw buds with given by the increasing sequence of "Iogarithm buds"

fn(x) (by 'increasing', we mean that the (n + l)-st series extends the n-th). The

purpose of condition (iv) is to ensure that F (x, y) is "free enough" to satisfy the

universality property.

PROOF. We proceed by induction on n. Define
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One may show directly that F2 (x, y) and fz(x, y) satisfy (i)-(iv).

Now assume we have constructed F2 (x, y), .. . , Fn(x, y) and fz(x), ... , fn(x) satis

fying (i)-(iv). We may assume that each Fr(x, y) and fr(x), 2 :::; T :::; n, is a polynomial

of (total) degree r.

Let 1>n(x, y) be the formaI group law with logarithm fn(x), that is,

(1.8)

By (iii) and our assumption that Fn(x, y) is a polynomial of degree n,

(1.9) 1>n(x, y) =Fn(x, y) + H(x, y) (mod degree 17, + 2),

where H(x, y) is the homogeneous component 1>n(x, y) of degree 17,+1. By Lemma 1.21,

c5H(x, y, z) = L),n+lF(x, y, z) E An[x, y, z].

From the fad that 1>n(x, y) is a formaI group law, it follows that, that H(x, y) =

H(y, x). Although H(x, y) may not be defined over An (<I>n is defined over An 0 Q,

not necessarily over An), we may find a positive integer k such that K(x, y) :=

kH(x, y) has coefficients in An. Let An = An/kAn, and let K(x, y) denote the image

of K(x, y) in An. From the above discussion, it follows that c5K(x, y, z) = 0 and

K(x, y) = K(y, x). Thus, by Theorem 1.24, we may find sorne a E An with

K(x, y) = aCn+1(x, y).

Let a E An be a lift of a. Then the above relation says that there exists sorne

H'(x, y) E An[x, y] with

(1.10) kH(x, y) = aCn+l(x, y) + kH'(x, y).

Define Fn+1(x, y) and fn+l(x) by

(1.11)

(1.12)

Fn+1(x, y) = Fn(x, y) + H'(x, y) + Un+lCn+l(X, y),

fn+l(X) = fn(x) - (1 ) (Un+l - -ka)xn+l.
vn+1
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It is clear that with the above definitions, Fn+l and fn+l (x) satisfy conditions (i), (ii),

and (iv) of the lemma. It remains to verify (iv):

Let (J = Un+l - a/k. Combining (1.9), (1.10), and (1.11) we see that

(1.13) Fn+1(x, y) <Pn(x, y) + (JCn+1(x, y) (mod degree n + 2).

Replacing x by Fn+1(x, y) in (1.12), we get

(1.14) fn+l (Fn+l (x, y)) = fn (Fn+l (x, y)) - v(n(J+ l)Fn+l(x,y)n+l.

Computing (mod degree n + 2), we see that

(1.15)

(1.16)

fn(Fn+1(x, y)) fn(<Pn(x, y) + (JCn+l(X, y))

fn(<Pn(x, y)) + (JCn+1(X, y)

- fn(x) + fn(Y) + (JCn+1(X, y)

by (1.13)

Combining (1.14), (1.15), and (1.16), we have, mod degree n + 2,

fn+l (Fn+1(x, y)) fn(x) - v(n(J+ 1) xn+l + fn(Y) - v(n(J+ 1) yn+l

( )
Bn+l(x, y)

+ (JCn+l x, Y - (J v(n + 1)

= fn+l(X) + fn+l(Y)'

So (iv) hoIds for Fn+1(x, y) and fn+l(x). This completes the proof of the lemma. 0

We now verify that we have in fact constructed universal objects.

THEOREM 1.33. Let n 2: 2. Then the Fn(x, y) (as constructed above) is a universal

formal group law bud of order n. More precisely, if G(x, y) is a formal group law

bud of order n defined over a ring R, there is a unique ring homomorphism CPn

Z[U2"'" Un] -t R such that G(x, y) (CPn)*Fn(x, y) (mod degree n + 1).
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PROOF. Again, we proceed by induction on n. Let G(x, y) be a 2-bud defined

over a ring R. Then

G(x, y) x + y + bxy (rnod degree 3),

for sorne bER. Defining CP2 by the rule CP2(U2) = b, we have G(x, y) = (CP2)*F2(x, y)

(rnod degree 3).

Now suppose that the theorern holds for an arbitrary n 2: 2. Let G(x, y) be an

(n + 1)-bud defined over R. Treating G(x, y) as an n-bud, our induction hypothesis

asserts the existence of a ring hornornorphisrn CPn : Z[U2"'" un] --+ R such that

G(x, y) _ (CPn)*Fn(x, y) (rnod degree n + 1).

Extend CPn to a rnap cP~ : Z[n2' ... V'n+l] --+ R by defining cP~ (Un+l) = O. It is easy

to see that

(cp~)*Fn+l(X,y) G(x,y) (rnoddegreen+l).

Since both (cp~)*Fn+l(x, y) and G(x, y) are (n + l)-buds, the Lazard Cornparison

Lernrna asserts the existence of sorne a E R such that

(1.17) G(x, y) = (cp~)*Fn+l(X, y) + aCn+1(x, y) (rnod degrce n + 2).

By its construction (see (1.11)),

Fn+1(x, y) = Fn(x, y) + H'(x, y) + nn+1Cn+l(X, y),

where H'(x, y) E Z[U2"'" un] is hornogeneous of degree n + 1. Thus,

(1.18)

Let CPn+1 extend CPn to a rnap frorn Z[U2"'" Un+1] to R by setting CPn+l(Un+1) = a.

Noting that CPn+l and cP~ agree on Z[U2' ... , un], we see that

(CPn+l)*Fn+1(x, y) = (CPn+1)*(Fn(x, y) + H'(x, y)) + CPn+l(Un+l)Cn +1(X, y)

= (cp~)*Fn+l(X, y) + aCn +1(.T, y) by (1.18)

G(x, y) (rnod degree n + 2) by (1.17).
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This completes the argument o

COROLLARY 1.34. Let Fn(x, y) be as above and let F(x, y) = limn --+oo Fn(x, y).

Then F(x, y) is a universal formaI group law defined over Z[U2' U3," .].

PROOF. Let G(x, y) be a formaI group law defined over a ring R. Treating G(x, y)

as an n-bud for each n ~ 2, we obtain a sequence of mappings i.pn as in the above

theorem. Letting i.p = limn --+oo i.pn (limit corresponding to the chain of inclusions

Z[U2' ... , un] ç Z[U2"'" Un+l]) , it is clear that i.p*F(x, y) = G(x, y). 0

Since the universal n-bud extends to the universal (n + 1)-bud, the following

becomes clear.

COROLLARY 1.35. Let G be an n-bud defined over a ring R. Then G can be

extended to an (n + 1) -bud, and in fact to a formaI group Iaw defined over R.

6. FormaI group Iaws in characteristic p

In this section, we introduce an important invariant of formaI group laws de

fined over rings of characteristic p called height. We begin by making the following

observation.

LEMMA 1.36. Let f: F --+ G be a homomorphism of formaI group Iaws defined

over a ring R of characteristic p. Then there exists a unique integer h ~ 0 and a

power series g(x) E R[x] satisfying l(O) =1= 0 such that f(x) = g(xPh
).

PROOF. Write f(x) = alX + a2x2 + .. '. If 1'(0) =1= 0, take h = 0 .and g = f.
Suppose that 1'(0) = O. Differentiating the relation f(F(x, y)) = G(f(x), f(y)) with

respect to y and setting y = 0, we obtain

oF oG
l' (x) oy (x, 0) = oy (f (x), 0)l'(0) = O.

Note that (oFjoy) (x, 0) = 1 + "', so it is a unit in R[x], Therefore, 1'(x) is

identically zero, that is, nan = 0 for aH n ~ 1. As R has characteristic p, if pt n, we

must have an = O. Letting !l(x) = I:n2:üapnxn, it follows that f(x) = !l(xP). We
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now interpret h as a homomorphism of formaI group laws. Let é{J: R -+ R be the

p-th power Frobenius endomorphism, and let F(ph) = é{J*F. Then the power series xP

defines a homomorphism from F to F(p). We daim that h is a homomorphism from

F(p) to G. Indeed,

fl(F(p)(xP,yP)) = fl(F(x,y)P) = f(F(x,y))

=G(J(x), f(y)) = G(h(xP ), h(yP)).

If ff (0) of:- 0, then take h = 1 and 9 = h. Otherwise, repeat the above argument

replacing f by fI and F by F(p). 0

REMARK 1.37. Thus, a homomorphism f: F -+ G can be expressed as the com

position F -+ F(p
h

) -+ G of a Frobenius map and a map 9 with g'(O) of:- O.

DEFINITION 1.38. Let f: F -+ G be a homomorphism of formaI group laws

defined over a ring R of characteristic p. As in Lemma 1.36, write f(x) = g(xPh
),

with g'(O) of:- O. The integer h is called the height of f, and denoted ht f· We define

the height of a formaI group law F to be the height ht[P]F of its multiplication-by-p

endomorphism. vVe denote the height of F by ht F. If [P]F _ 0 (mod p), we define

ht F to be 00. Note that ht F ~ 1.

EXAMPLE 1.39. Consider the additive group 9a(x, y) = x+y. Then [P]9a = px, so

ht 9a = 00. Consider the multiplicative group, which we write in the form 9m(x, y) =

(1 + x)(l + y) - 1. An easy induction verifies that [m]9m(X) = (1 + x)m - 1, and

consequently, one has [P]9m xP (mod p). Therefore, ht 9m = 1.

It is easy to see that ht F is an isomorphism invariant of F. In fact, it a complete

isomorphism invariant for formaI group laws defined over a separably dosed field of

characteristic p.

THEOREM 1.40. Let F and G be formal group laws defined over the separably

closed field k of characteristic p. Then F and Gare isomorphic (over k) if and only

ifhtF = ht G.
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For a proof of this theorem, see [12, Chapter III, §2].



CHAPTER 2

The formaI group Iaw of an elliptic curve

In this section, we investigate how the addition law on an elliptic curve may be

described locally by a formaI group law.

1. Theoretical considerations

Let E be an elliptic curve defined over a field K, with additive structure given by

the rule a : E x E -+ E and the neutral element O. Pick a uniformizer z for E at O.

Then by the Cohen Structure Theorem, the completed local ring eJE,o is isomorphic

to the power series ring K[z]. Noting the isomorphism

(2.1)

we may view a*z as a power series F(l ®z, z ®1) in K[l ®z, z ®1]. We daim that

Fis a formaI group law. We show how F inherits the required associativity property

from the associativity of a. The verification of the other axioms proceeds similarly.

By associativity of addition on E, the diagram

E x E x E aXid> E x E

idxa1 1a

ExE ---+ E
il

commutes.

25
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Passing to local rings at the neutral elements and using the isomorphism (2.1),

we obtain the following commutative diagram.

K[1 @1 @ z, 1 @ Z @1, Z @1 @ 1]

id0a*r
K[I@ z,z@ 1]

Computing, we see that

(0:* @id) (o:*z) = (0:* @id)(F(1 @z, Z @1))

= F(1 @o:*z, z @1 @ 1)

= F(1 @ F(1 @ z, Z @1), z@ 1 @ 1)

= F (F(1 @1 @ z, 1 @Z @1), z @1 @1).

One verifies similarly that

(id@ 0:*) (o:*z) = F(1 @1 @ z, F(1 @ Z @ 1, Z @1 @1)).

It follows from the commutativity of the above diagram that

F(F(1 @1 @z, 1 @Z @1), Z @1 @1) = F(1 @1 @ z, F(l @ Z @ 1, Z @1 @1)),

verifying the associativity condition for F.

REMARK 2.1. Let G be an algebraic group of dimension n defined over a field

K. One can show by arguments analogous to those presented above, that the group

law on G can also be described Iocally by an n-dimensional formaI group Iaw over K.

This formaI group law need not be commutative in general (cf. Example A.6).

The above correspondence from elliptic curves to formaI group laws is actually

functorial. Let rp: El -t Ez be an isogeny of elliptic curves defined over K. Let Fi

be the formaI group law attached to Ei as above by choosing uniformizers Zi E ÔEi,O,

for i = 1,2. We will show how rp induces a homomorphism f: H -t Fz. The map rp

is an isogeny, so rp(O) = O. Thus, we have an induced map rp*: 6E2 ,O -t 6E1 ,o. Now
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ÔEI,o rv K[zd, so we may view CP*Z2 as a power series f(Zl) E K[zd. We daim that

.f is actually a homomorphism from F l to F2 .

Let al and a2 denote the addition laws on El and E2 , respectively. As cp is an

isogeny, the diagram

E2 xE2~ E2

commutes. Passing to the local rings, we obtain the commutative diagram

ÔEI °®ÔEI °
u*
~ (')El,o

'K '

'P*®'P* r r'P*

Ô E2 °®Ô E2 ° +-- (')El,O., K ' u*2

Computing, we see that

o:~(cp*Z2) = aU(zd

= .f(a~zl)

= f(F1 (1 ®Zl, Zl ®1)),

(cp* ®cp*)(a;z2) = (cp* ®cp*)(F2(1 ®Z2, Z2 ®1))

= F2(1 ®cp*Z2, CP*Z2 ®1)

= F2(J(1 ®Z2), f(Z2 ®1)).

By the commutativity of the above diagram, we have

implying that .f is a homomorphism, as claimed. Thus, given elliptic curves El and

E 2 with corresponding formaI group laws F l and F2 , one has a map from Hom(El , E 2 )

into Hom(Fl, F2 ), where Hom(E1 , E2 ) is the group of isogenies from El to E 2 . By

applying the definition, one may show that this map is a group homomorphism.
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Further, one verifies easily that if Es is a another elliptic curve with formaI group law

F3 , then the diagram

Hom (El, Ez) x Hom(Ez, E3 )

1
---------? Hom(FI, Fz) x Hom(F2 , F3 )

1
commutes, where the vertical arrows are given by composition. Thus, the map from

End El to End FI is a ring homomorphism.

EXAMPLE 2.2. Let E be an elliptic curve, and let F be the formaI group law

obtained from E by choosing a uniformizer z E ÔE,O' Let [m]E: E -+ E de

note the multiplication-by-m endomorphism of E. Sinee the map from End E to

End F is a ring homomorphism, it follows that the isogeny [m]E induces the formaI

multiplication-by-m map [m]p on F.

EXAMPLE 2.3. Let E be an elliptic curve defined over a field K of characteristic

p, and let cp: E -+ E(pT) be the pr-th power Frobenius map (see [37, Chapter II, §2]).

Then one ean show that the induced homomorphism of formaI group laws is given by

the power series f (x) = xPT
•

One ean show that the height of the formaI group Iaw of an elliptic eurve is 1 or

2. This will be discussed in more detail in §4.

2. More explicitly

Let E be an elliptie curve given by the Weierstrass equation

(2.2)

It is eonvenient to introduee the change of variables

(2.3)
x

z= --,
y

1
W=- ,

y

under whieh the equation of E becomes
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vVe attempt to express w as a power series in z by substituting equation (2.4) into

itself again and again. The first substitution gives

'W = J(z,w) = J(z,J(z,w))

We want this process to converge to a power series w(z) E Z[al, ... ,a6][z] such that

w(z) = J(z, w(z)). For the rest of this section, let R denote Z[al"'" a6][z].

To prove this, we need to give a more precise description of our aigorithm. Define

a sequence of polynomials inductively by

h(z,w) = J(z,w), Jn+l(z,w) = J(z,J(z,w)) for n;:: 1.

The n-th approximation to our desired power series w(z) is Jn(z, 0). It is clear that

each fn(z,O) is a polynomial with coefficients in R. VVe daim that the sequence

fn(z, O) converges to a limit w(z) E R[z] in the obvious sense - that is, if we let ain)

be the coefficient of zk in Jn(z, 0), then the sequence (ain ))n2:1 is eventually constant.

The convergence of the sequence Jn(z, O) is a consequence of a variant of Hensel's

Lemma; see [37, Ch. IV, Lemma 1.2]. We obtain

LEMMA 2.4. The sequence Jn(z, 0) converges ta a power series

satisfying w(z) = J(z, w(z)).

Thus, by Equations (2.3), x and y have formaI Laurent expansions of the form

(2.5)
z 1

x(z) = - = -+ ...
w(z) Z2 '

1 1
y(z) =-- = -- + ... ,

w(z) Z3

yielding formaI solutions (i.e., solutions in the ring of formaI Laurent series) to Equa

tion (2.2).

We now use Equations (2.5), together with the group law on E, to derive a power

series F(Zl' Z2) E R[Zl' Z2] series describing this group law. In fact, it is convenient

to begin by developing a power series i(z) E R[z] describing the inversion operation
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on E. Let Z be an indeterminate and let P = (z, w(z)) represent a point on E.

If we represent P in the (x, y)-plane by (x(z), y(z)), then -Pis given formally by

(x(z), -Vez) - alx(z) - a3)' Therefore, the value of z corresponding to -P is

( )
.( ) x(z) Z-2 + ... R[]

26 2Z= = E z
. y(z) + alx(z) + a3 -z-3 + ... '

yielding a formaI power series describing inversion on E.

Let Zl and Z2 be indeterminates, and let Wi = Wi(Zi) and Pi = (Zi, Wi) for i = 1,2.

The line joining Pl and P2 has slope

(ao := 1)

Letting li = Wl - Àzl , we have the line through g and P2 is given by W = Àz +
li. Substituting this expression into equation (2.4), we see that that the points of

intersection of W = Àz + li and E are given by solutions of

0= Z3 + alz(Àz + li) + a2z2(Àz + v) + +a3(Àz + lI)2

+ a4z(Àz + V)2 + a6(Àz + lI)3 - (Àz + li)

= (1 + a2À + a4À2 + a6À3)z3+

+ (alÀ + a2V + a3À2 + 2a4ÀlI + 3a6À2l1)z2 + Az + B.

By construction, 21 and Z2 are roots of this cubic; let Z3 = Z3(21, Z2) be the other one.

By examining the quadratic term, we get

( )
alÀ + a2l1 + a3À2 + 2a4Àv + 3a6À2l1

- 21 + Z2 + Z3 = -------------:--
1 + a2À + a4À2 + a6À3

_ _ _ _ alÀ + a2v + a3 À2 + 2a4ÀlI + 3a6À2v R[ ]
~ Z3 - Zl Z2 1+ a2 À + a4 À2 + a6 À3 E 21,22,

So by the definition of addition on E, the value of Z corresponding to Pl + P2 is given

by

(2.7)
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One can compute that the first few terms of F(zl, Z2) are given by
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It follows from the corresponding properties of the group Iaw on E, that the power

series F(zI, Z2) of equation (2) and i(z) of equation (2.6) satisfy aIl the properties

of Definition 1.1. Thus, F(Zl, Z2) is a formaI group Iaw with coefficients in R =

Z[al' ... ,a6]'

REMARK 2.5. Suppose E be is an eIliptic curve defined over a complete local

field K with ring of integers R and maximal ideai m. Let F(Zl' Z2) be the formaI

group Iaw obtained from E as described above and form the group mp as described

in Example 1.5. Then the map

cp: mp -t E(K) defined by cp(a) = (x(a), y(a))

is clearly a homomorphism as the group Iaw on mp is induced by the group Iaw on

E(K). The map cp is actually one-to-one, its inverse being given by the correspondence

(x(a), y(a)) H -x(a)/y(a). One can show that

lm cp = {(x, y) E E(K) Il/x E m},

see [31, p. 114]. These observations allow one to use the theory of formaI group Iaws

to analyse elliptic curves defined over local fields.

3. Elliptic curves given by Jacobi quartics

3.1. Euler's formaI group Iaw. For sorne applications to topology, it is often

more convenient to coordinatize elliptic curves in the form

(2.8) E: y2 = R(x) = 1 - 2ox2 + EX4,

where the discriminant Ll := E(02 - E)2 is nonzero. The polynomial R(x) is called a

Jacobi quartic. One may obtain a formaI group Iaw F(x, y) from this equation which
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(2.9)

represents the group law on E around its neutral element 0 = (0,1). We will show

that this formaI group law has the pleasing form

F( ) = x/RCil) + y/R(X)
x,y 1-EX2y2'

This is actually for the addition formula for the elliptic integral f dt/R(t)lj2. That

lS,

{X dt (Y dt (F(X,y) dt

Jo JR(t) + Jo JR(t) = Jo JR(t)'

This formula is due to Euler, and thus the formaI group law (2.9) is often called

Euler's formal group Law. The origins of these formulae lie in the classical problem of

doubling the arc of the lemniscate. For an elementary exposition of this issue, see [36,

Chapter 1]; for a higher powered account see [31, Chapter 2].

We prove that (2.9) is in fact a formaI group law using complex analytic techniques.

We show that for complex number Xl, X2, and X3 of small enough modulus, the

power series F(F(Xl,X2),X3) and F(Xl,F(X2,X3)) converge to the same value. Thus,

the corresponding coefficients of their power series expansions, given by the usual

formluas, are the same.

Of course, the elliptic curve E is isomorphic to one given by a \iVeierstrass cubic.

We will show that Euler's formaI group law is strictly isomorphic to an elliptic formaI

group law of the form given in the previous section. This isomorphism is induced by

a change of variable converting quartics to cubics.

3.2. The Weierstrass p-function. We need to recall a few facts about the

Weierstrass p-function. For proofs of the assertions below and basic facts concerning

elliptic functions, see [31, Chapter 2] or [37, Chapter VI]. Let A = ZWI + .zW2 be a

lattice in C, and let N = A - {O}. Defering to tradition, we define the Weierstrass

p-function p(z, A) of the lattice A by the formula

1 [1 1]p(z) = p(z, A) = 2 + L ( )2 - 2 .z z -w W
wEA'
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The function p(z) defines an even, meromorphic function, elliptic (doubly periodic)

with respect to the lattice A, with a double pole at each lattice point. The derivative

p'(Z) is given by

'( )__?" 1
P z - ~ L....,; (z - w)3'

wEi\

The function p' (z) is an odd, meromorphic function, also elliptic with respect to A,

with a pole of order three at each lattice point. One can show that in the set

the fundamental parallelogram of A, the function p'(Z) has simple zeros at

and

Let ei = P(.À.i), for i = 1,2,3.

Further, the p-function satisfies the differential equation

p/(Z)2 = 4p(z)3 - g2P(Z) - 93

= 4(p(z) - el)(p(z) - e2)(p(z) - es),

where 92 and 9s are defined by the Eisenstein series

Therefore, the correspondence z H (p(z), p' (z)) is parameterization of the elliptic

curve

2 4 3Y = x - 92 X - 93'

In fact, the above correspondence is an analytic isomorphism of Lie groups between

the torus C/A and the above elliptic curve, see [37, Ch. VI, Proposition 3.6].

Conversely, given an elliptic curve in the form

(2.10)
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\Vith A, B E <C and A3 - 27B2 #- 0, we ean find a lattiee A with 92(A) = A and

93(A) = B. Thus, any elliptie eurve in the form (2.10) ean be parameterized using

the "Weierstrass p-funetion. This is the content of the celebrated UnifoTmization

TheoTem [37, Chapter VI, Theorem 5.1]. Above, we interpreted 92 and 93 as eomplex

value functions of lattices in <C. One may also view 92 and 93 as complex valued

functions defined on the Poincaré upper half plane, Ji. For 7 E Ji, let AT = Z + Z7.

As noted above, the Weierstrass p-function p(z, 7) := p(z, AT) satisfies the differential

equation, depending on the parameter 7,

where 9i(7) = 9i(AT ). In Chapter 5, we will interpret 92(7) and 93(7) as modular

forms.

Using the group law on the elliptic curve which it parameterizes, one can show

that the Weierstrass p-function admits the algebraic addition formula

3.3. Parameterization of Jacobi quartics. In order to understand elliptie

curves given in the form

(2.11)

we describe a parameterization analogous to the one given above for elliptie curves

in VVeierstrass normal form. To ensure the curves given by 2.11 are nonsingular, we

insist that the discriminant il := E(82 - E)2 be nonzero. One can parameterize elliptic

curves defined by sueh Jacobi quartics as follows (see [21, §5] and [45] for details).

Vve shaH use the notation of the previous section.

THEOREM 2.6. Let A = ZWI + .zW2 be the unique lattice with
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and S'J( z) be its associated S'J-function. Define

f ) _ ( "') _ p(z, A) - e3
a,z - a z, il. - -2 p'(z, A) ,

where e3 'lS defined as in §3.2. Then a satisfies the differential equation
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and therefore the correspondence Z H (a(z),a'(z)) is a complex parameterization of

the elliptic curve (2.11).

One may view the parameters 6 and E as complex valued functions on Je. As

before, let 7 E Je and define AT = Z + Z7. Then a(z, T) := o-(z, AT) satisfies a

differential equation, depending on the parameter T, of the farm

In Chapter 5, we will interpret the functions 6(7) and E(T) as modular forms.

We list a few properties of the function o-(z) and its derivative, o-'(z) which may

be deduced directly from (2.12) and properties of the Weierstrass p-function.

(i) o-(z) is an odd function with simple poles at À1 and À2 , and simple zeros 0 and

À3 , that is,

(ii) o-(z) satisfies the identities

o-(z + À3 ) = -o-(z), 0-(À3 - z) = o-(z).

(iii) o-'(z) is an even elliptic function satisfying 0-'(0) = 1. Letting () = Àd2, we have

(iv) The function a(z + Àr) has poles where o-(z) has zeros, and zeros where o-(z)

has poles. Therefore, diva(z+À1) = -divo-(z), or 0-(z+À1 )0-(z) = c, for sorne

cE Co
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(v) Replacing z by z +),2 in (iv) and using (ii), we see that a(z + ),2)a(z) = -co

\Ve may actually identify the constant c appearing in (iv) and (v). By (iii) , and the

differential equation for a(z ),

are zeros of the polynomial 1-26x +éX4. Examining the constant term in the identity

and using the fact that a(z) is odd, we conclude that é = 1/c2
.

As a(z) parameterizes an elliptic curve, it is not surprising that it satisfies an

addition formula.

THEOREM 2.7 ([21, Appendix]). The function a(z) and its derivative a/(z) satisfy

the addition formula

a(z + w) = a(z)a/(w) + a(w)a/(z).
(2.13) 1 - éa(z)2a(w)2

PROOF. Fix a complex number w with a(w) # O. It suffices ta verify (2.13) for

such w. Let

A(z) = a(z + w) (1 - c~a(z)2a(w?) ,

B(z) = a(z)a/(w) + a(w)a/(z).

Since A(O) = a(w) = B(O), and A and B are elliptic, it suffices to show that A(z)

and B(z) have the same divisoI.

To compute div A(z), we identify the zeros and poles of each factor in the expres-

slOn

A(z) = a(z + w) (1 - ~a(z)a(w)) (1 + ~a(z)a(w)) .

It follows immediately from (i) that

diva(z+w) = (-w) + (À3 - w) - (>\1- w) - (),2 - w).
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To compute div(l - o-(z)er(w)jc), we first note that the function 1 - a(z)a(w)/c

has the same pales as a(z), that is, simple poles at )'1 and ),2' From the formula

a(z + ),l)CT(Z) = c of (iv), iL follows that ),1 + w is a zero of 1- a(z)a(w)/c. Also, by

the oddness of a(z) and (v), we obtain

a(w)a(À2 - w) = -a(-w)a(À2+ (-w)) = c.

Therefore, À2 - w is also a zero of 1 - a(z)a(w)fc. Since it has only two poles, we

conclude that

In like manner, one shows that

Therefore,

To compute the divisor of B (z), we first note that its poles are precisely the poles

of a'(z), that is, double poles at À 1 and À2 . We proceed ta show the four zeros of

A(z) are also zeros of B(z). As a(z) is odd and a'(z) is even, we see that B(-w) = O.

It follows easily from (ii) that À3 - w is a zero of B (z). Differentiating the relations

a(z + ),l)a(z) = c and a(z + ),2)a(z) = -c of (iv) and (v), respectively, we see

that B(À1 + w) = B(À2 + w) = O. This completes the verification that B(z) has

the same zeros and poles, and hence the same divisor, as A(z). This completes the

argument. o

3.4. Elliptic formaI group Iaws, revisited. Using the addition formula proved

above, it is easy to deduce that Euler's addition formula for the elliptic integral is in

fact a formaI group law.
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THEOREM 2.8. Let 6 and e be indeterminates, let R(x) = 1 - 2Jx2 + ex4
, and let

F( ) = xJR(Yj + yy7i(X5
x, y 1 2 2 .

-EX Y

The F(x, y) defines a formal group law with coefficients in the ring Z[1/2, 6, e].

PROOF. That the power series expansion of F(x, y) has coefficients in the ring

Z[1/2, 6, é] foHows from the binomial expansion. It is clear that as formaI power

series, F(x,O) = X, F(O, y) = y, and F(x, y) = F(y, x). It remains to verify the

formaI power series identity

(2.14)

Suppose that (2.14) held for aH complex numbers cS and e with é(cS2 - é)2 i O.

This would say that the corresponding coefficients of the power series expansions of

each side of (2.14) define the same polynomial function of cS and é. This implies that

the corresponding coefficients are equal as formaI polynomials in cS and é. Thus, it

suffices to verify (2.14) for aIl complex numbers e5 and é.

Let e5 and é be complex numbers with é{J2 - é)2 i O. As mentioned on page 31

it suffices to show that the functions F(F(XI' X2), X3) and F(XI, F(X2' X3)) have the

same value for complex numbers Xl, X2, and X3 with sufficiently small modulus. Now

a(z) is analytic at 0, so we may find neighbourhoods U and V of 0 in <C such that

a(U) = V, and a(z) has no poles in U + U + U. Let .'EI, X2, X3 E V, and find Ul, U2,

U3 E U snch that Xi = a(ui) for i = 1,2,3. Then

F(F(XI' X2), X3) = F(F(a(uI), a(u2))' a(u3))

= F(a(ul + U2), a(u3))

by two applications of Theorem 2.7. SymmetricaHy,
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To relate the above discussion to that of §1, we point out explicitly how Euler's

formaI group law does indeed come from the expansion of the group law of an elliptic

curve around its neutrai element with respect to an appropriate uniformizer. Let 15,

E E C with .6 = dt52 - E? =i=- a and consider the elliptic curve given by E : y2 =
1 - 2t5x2 + EX4 . Let A be a lattice which parameterizes E via

(x, y) = (x (z), y (z )) = (a (z), a' (z) ).

Since a has a simple zero at 0, the function x is a uniformizer for the local ring of E

at 0 = (0,1). By Theorem 2.7, one has

where F is Euler's formaI group law. Thus, F represents the expansion of the group

law on E around 0 = (0,1) with respect to the uniformizer x E (9E,O.

Given an elliptic curve E, we have defined for it two different formaI group laws 

one formaI group law, Fw(x, y), corresponding to its Weierstrass cubic representation,

and another, Fj(x, y), corresponding to its Jacobi quartic representation. Since they

both these formaI group laws represent the group law on E locally at 0, they should

certainly be isomorphic. We verify this fact.

Setting notation explicitly, let 15 and E be such that .6 = c(152 - E)2 =i=- 0, and let

E be the curve given by the Jacobi quartic (2.8), and let Fj(x, y) ('J' for Jacobi) be

Euler's formaI group law. Let E' be the curve

given in Weierstrass form, where g2 and g3 are given in terms of 15 and E as in the

statement of Theorem 2.6. The change of variable

(2.15)
z

x=  ,
w

-2 -2x
y = - -<===? z = --,

w y
-2

w=-
y
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puts the above curve into the form

3 92 2 93 3
W = Z - -zw - ~w .

4 4

Thus, we may use the methods of the previous section, we may express w as a

power series w(z) in z, and thereby construct a formaI group law Fw(x, y) ('W'

for Weierstrass) representing the group law on E' in a neighbourhood of O.

THEOREM 2.9 ([21, Theorem 4]). The formai group laws FJ(x, y) and Fw(x, y)

are strictly isomorphic over the ring Z[1/6, E, 6].

PROOF. Guided by (2.12) and (2.15), we define our perspective isomorphism of

Fw(x, y) onto FJ(x, y) by the formula

6
j(z) = z - 3w(z).

As w(z) has coefficients in Z[1/2, 6, El, it is clear that j(z) hascoefficients in Z[1/6, 6, E].

By arguments similar to those presented in the proof of the previous theorem, to

show that the power series identity

j(Fw(x, y)) = FJ(j(x), j(y)),

holds, it suffices to verify the above for complex variables 6 and E in ce with d 62 _E)2 =1

O. Still guided by (2.15), define elliptic functions

( )
_ -2p(s)

z s - p'(s) ,

By the definition of 0-(s), we have

-2
w(s) = -(-)'p' s

b
o-(s) = z(s) - 3w(s) = j(z(s)).

We also have
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Therefore,

f(Fw (z(sl)' Z(32))) = 1(Z(31 + 32))

= a(31 + 32)

= FJ (a(31)' 0'(32))'

The desired conclusion follows.

4. Heights of elliptic formaI group laws
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o

In this section we prove the following description of elliptic formaI group laws.

THEOREM 2.10. Let F be the formaI group Iaw of an elliptic curve E defined over

a field of characteristic p. Then ht F = 1 or 2.

This theorem is a consequence of the following result.

LEMMA 2.11 ([37, Chapter IV, Theorem 7.4]). Let k be a field of characteristic

p, and let cp: El -+ E2 be a nonzero isogeny of elliptic curves defined over k. Let f

denote the homomorphism of formal group law3 induced by cp. Then

where deg i cp denotes the degree of in3eparability of cp.

SKETCH OF PROOF. We begin by considering two special cases. First, suppose

cp is the pT-th power Frobenius map. Then f(x) = xPT (see Example 2.3), and

pht f = pT = deg i <.p. Now suppose <.p is separable. In this case, one can show that

the height of the corresponding homomorphism of formaI group laws is zero. One

completes the proof using the following facts.

@ A nonzero isogeny of elliptic curves can be written as the composition of a

Frobenius map and a separable isogeny (cf. Remark 1.37).

@ The assignment of a formaI group law to an elliptic curve is functorial (see

§1).
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@ If J: F --+ Gand 09: G --+ H are homomorphisms of formaI group Iaws, then

ht J 0 09 = ht J + ht g.

o

PROOF OF THEüREIVI 2.10. By definition, htF = ht[p]p. Now [p]p is the ho

momorphism induced by the multiplication-by-p endomorphism [P]E of E (see Ex

ample 2.2), which has degree p2 (see [37, Chapter III, Theorem 6.4(a))). Therefore,

degi[P]E = 1, p, or p2. Now [p]p(x) is nonzero and has the form [P]p(x) = px + "',
so ht[P]F =1- O. The theorem follows. 0

DEFINITION 2.12. An elliptic curve E defined over a field k of characteristic p is

called supersino9ular if the height of its formai group law is 2. It is called ordinary

otherwise.

For a lengthy list of conditions equivalent to supersingularity, see [37, Chapter V,

Theorem 3.1].



CHAPTER 3

Vector bundles and Cpoo

1. Projective spaces and Grassmann manifolds

1.1. Definitions and basic properties. We begin by discussing the ubiquitous

projective spaces and their generalizations, the Grassmann manifolds. Let V be a

vector space. We shaH refer to a I-dimensional subspace of V as a line in V, and

to an n-dimensional subspace of V as an n-plane in V. If a = (ao, . .. ,an-ol) E WT!,

we let (ao : ... : an-l) denote the line through a. An n-frame in V is defined to be

an n-tuple of linearly independent vectors of V. Let JF denote either of the fields 1R

or ce. For positive integers n, we let JFlP'n be the set of aH lines in JFMI. We give

JFlP'n the quotient topology induced by the map q : p+l - {O} ---+ JFlP'n defined by

q(u) = JFu. The space JFlP'n is called n-dimensional (real or complex) projective space.

One may easily show that JRJrn (respectively, <CJPn) , can be given the structure of a

smooth n-dimensional (respectively, 2n-dimensional), compact manifold.

There is a chain of topological embeddings, JFlP'1 ç JFlP'2 ç "', induced by the

inclusion (Xl,"" X n ) H (Xl,"" X n , 0) of Pinto pH. We may therefore define

the infinite dimensional (real or complex) projective space, denoted JFlP'oo, to be the

topological direct limit of the spaces JFlP'n. A subset U of JFlP'OO of is open if and only

if U n JFlP'n is open for each positive integer n. Letting JFX' be the union of the spaces

P, one sees that JFlPOO can be identified with the set of lines in JFX' = EBi~O JF.

Let V(n, JFi!H) denote the set of aH n-frames in p+k. The collection V(n, pH) is

an open subset of p(nH) called the Stiefel manifold. We define the (real or complex)

Gr'assmann manifold G(n, p+k) to be the set of n-planes in pH. Give G(n, p+k)

43
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the quotient topology induced by the map from V(n, JF'l+k) to G(n, JF'l+k) taking an

n-frame to the n-plane which it spans. By definition, we have

JFlpm - G(l, r+1 ).

so the Grassmann manifolds are in fact a generalization of the projective spaces.

We briefiy recall the definition of an oriented vector space. Let V be an n

dimensional real vector space. Vve define an equivalence relation on the set bases

of V by declaring two bases equivalent if the determinant of the transition matrix

between them is positive. Evidently, this equivalence relation partitions the set of

bases of V into two parts. Each equivalence class is called an orientation of V; thus

each real vector space has two distinct orientations. An oriented vector space V is

simply the space V, together with a choice of orientation for V. A basis of V contained

is called positively oriented if it is contained in the orientation of V, and negatively

oriented otherwise. One may modify the above construction by considering oriented

n-planes in IRn+k. Let GO(n,IRn+k) be the set of oriented n-planes in IRn+k. Define

q: V(n,]Rn+k) ----1- GO(n,IRn+k) by mapping a given n-tuple to the unique oriented

n-plane for which it is a positively oriented basis. Give GO(n, ]Rn+k) the quotient

topology induced by q. The space GO(n, ]Rn+k) is called an oriented Grassmann

manifold. It is a fact that if V is a complex vector space, then its underlying real

vector space has a preferred orientation. Therefore, we do not consider a complex

analogue of this construction.

As their name implies, the Grassmann manifolds may be given a manifold struc

ture.

LEMMA 3.1 ([25, Lemma 5.1]). The space G(n, ]Rn+k) (respectively, G(n, Cn+k))

can be given the structure of a smooth, compact manifold of dimension nk (respec

tively, 2nk). The oriented Grassmann manifold GO(n, JR:n+k) is a smooth, compact,

oriented manifold of dimension nk).
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As before, the inclusion ofr into r+1 induces a chain of inclusions G(n, rH) ç

G(n,r+2 ) ç G(n,r+3 ) .•.. Therefore, we may define the infinite (real or complex)

Grassmann manifold G(n, F) as the direct limit (with respect to k) of the spaces

G(n, rH). In like manner, one constructs the infinite oriented Grassmann manifold

GO(n, )ROO).

1.2. Cohomology of projective spaces and Grassmann manifolds. One

computes the cohomology of the projective spaces and Grassmann manifolds by rep

resenting them as CW-complexes. For basic definitions of and theorems about GW

complexes, consult [26, §38]. The complex projective spaces have a very simple cell

structure.

THEOREM 3.2. The complex projective space œn has the structure of a CW

complex 'With exactly one 2k-cell, for each k = 0, ... , n. The infinite dimensional

complex projective space œoo has the structure of a CW-complex 'With one 2k-cell for

each k 2: o.

PROOF. We proceed by induction on n. The theorem holds trivially for n = 0, as

<ClPo is just a single point. Suppose the theorem holds for ClPn
-

1 . Let B 2n denote the

closed, real, unit 2n-ball, and let e2n = œ n - ClPn- 1
. Define f: B 2n -4- Clpm by the

rule

[

n-1 ] 1/2

f(xo, Yo, ... ,Xn-b Yn-1) = (Xo + iyo : ... : Xn-1 + iYn-1: 1 - ~(X% + yZ) )

Then f maps Int B2n homeomorphically onto e2n, and maps the boundary of B 2n onto

ClPn - 1 , which by our induction hypothesis is a union of cells of lower dimension. The

assertion about the cell structure of ClPoo follows from the fact that it is the union of

the spaces ClPn
. 0

Thus, the cellular cochain complex of ClPn is

Z-4-0-4-Z-4-0-4-···-4- 0 -4- Z -4-0-4-0-4-0-4-···.
(2n-1) (2n)
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Therefore, H2k (ClPn
, 71.) = 71., 0 ::; k ::; n, and aH of Hs other cohomology groups

vanish. The cellular cochain complex of ClPoo is

Therefore, H2k (CpOO, 71.) = 71., k 2: 0, and all of its other cohomology groups vanish.

To determine the ring structure of the complex projective spaces, one uses Poincaré

duality; see [26, §68].

For a description of a ceH structure for Grassmann manifolds and a computation

of their cohomology, see [25, Chapter 6].

We summarize the results which we shaH need. When discussing complex or

oriented Grassman manifolds, we shaH consider cohomology with coefficients in Z.

When discussing real (unoriented) Grassmann manifolds, we shaH use 71./271. as our

coefficient ring.

@ The i-th cohomology group Hi (JRlpm ,71./271.) of real projective n-space is cyclic

of order two for 0 ::; i ::; n, and zero otherwise. If 9 denotes the non-zero

element of Hl (JRlPn , 71./271.), then Hi(JRlPn, 71./271.) is generated by the i-fold

cup product gi. Further the cohomology ring H*(JRlPn, 71./271.) is generated as

a Z/2Z-algebra by g, that is,

where 9 has weight 1.

@ The cohomology ring of H*(JRlPoo, 71./271.) = ~H*(JRlPn, 71./271.) is isomorphic

to the power series ring (71./2Z)[x].

@ The 2i-th cohomology group H2i (cpn, 71.) is Infinite cyclic if 0 ::; i ::; n;

aH other cohomology groups of cpn vanish. In fact, if 9 i8 a generator of

H2 (œn
, 71.), then H2i (cpn, 71.) is generated by the i-fold cup product gi. The

cohomology ring (cpn , 71.) is generated as a Z-algebra by g, that is,
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\vhere 9 has weight 2.

® The cohomology ring H*(ClP'oo, Z) =~H*(ClP'n, Z/2Z) is isomorphic to the

power series ring Z[x].

e The cohomology ring H*(G(n, }ROO), Z/2Z) is isomorphic to (Z/2Z)[Xl"'" xn ].

e The cohomology ring H*(G(n, COO), 'Il) is isomorphic to Z[Xl,"" X n ].

2. Vector bundles

2.1. Definition and examples.

DEFINITION 3.3. Let E and B be topological spaces and 1r: E -t B be a contin

uous surjec.:tion. The triple ç = (E, 1r, B) is called a vector bundle of dimension n, or

an F'-bundle if the following conditions are satisfied:

(i) For each b E B, the set 1r-1 (b) has the structure of an n-dimensional JF-vector

space.

(ii) There is an open coyer li of B such that for each U E li, there is homeomorphism

which restricts to a vector space isomorphism hU,b : {b} x F' -t 1r-1 (b), for each

b E U. This condition is called the local triviality condition.

A vector bundle of dimension one will be refered to as a line bundle.

We calI Band E the base space and total space, respectively. To avoid ambiguity,

we will sometimes write B (ç) and E (ç) for the base and total spaces of a vector

bundle ç. For b E B, we call the set 1r-
1 (b) the fibre (of 1r) over band denote it by

Fibb ç.

REMARK 3.4. There are standard ways to convert complex vector bundles into

real ones, and vice versa. It is clear that one may treat a Cn-bundle as a JR.2n-bundle

by simply forgetting about its complex structure. Conversely, if ç is a real vector

bundle, one obtains its complexification ç ® C by tensoring each fibre with C.
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In order to turn the class of class vector bundles into a category, vve must define

a notion of morphism.

DEFINITION 3.5. Let ç and 7] be complex vector bundles. A morphism or bundle

map from ç to 7] is a continuous map f : E(ç) -t E(7]) such that f maps each fibre

Fibb ç isomorphically onto sorne fibre Fibb, 7]. We write f : ç -t 7].

We let VB denote the category of vector bundles and bundle maps. If B is a

topological space, we denote by VB B the subcategory of vector bundles over the base

space B.

Since points of the Grassmann manifolds are by definition vector spaces, it is not

surprîsing that there exist canonical constructions of vector bundles over these spaces.

To construct an n-dimensional vector bundle '/'n,k(lF) over the Grassmann manifold

G(n,lJ!'Il+k ), let

Ehn,k(IF)) = { (H, x) E G(n, r+ k
) x r+k

1 x EH},

and define 7r: Ehn,k(IF)) -t G(n,lJ!'Il+k) by the rule 7r(H, x) = H. The bundle '/'n,k(IF)

does indeed satisfy the local triviality condition; for details see [25, §6).

We may construct an n-dimensional bundle '/'n (IF) over the infinite Grassmann

manifold G (n, F) by taking the direct limit (with respect to k) of the bundles '/'n,k (IF).

The total space of '/'n (IF) may be identified with the set

{(H,x) E G(n,F) x Fix EH},

with the projection map 7r defines as above.

Oriented vector bundles. Fix an orientation of ]Rn, and let ç be a real n-bundle.

An orientation of ç is a choice of orientation of each fibre of ç such that the following

compatibility condition is satisfied:
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There exists a trivialization li of ~ with eoordinate eharts hu , U E

11 sueh that the map x M hu(b, x) is an orientation-preserving1

isomorphism of JRn with Fibb ~ whenever b E U.

Using the fact that points of GO(n, JRn+k) are oriented n-planes, there exists a tauto

logical construction of an oriented n-plane bundle over GO(n, JRn+k). This construc

tion is completely analogous to that in the non-oriented case. We denote this bundle

by '~k' Taking direct limits, we may also define a tautological oriented n-plane bun-,

dIe ,R over the infinite oriented Grassmann manifold GO(n, JROO). Again, the details

of this construction are the same as in the non-oriented case.

There is another way of looking at vector bundles which is often illuminating.

Suppose ~ is an r-bundle, with open cover li and coordinate charts hu as in Defini

tion 3.3(ii). Suppose elements U and V of 11 intersect nontrivially. Then the map

huv : (U n V) x Ir' -t (U n V) x Ir'

defined by huv = hu 0 h":;/ (suitably restricting domains) is a homeomorphism. Fur

ther, for any b E U n V, the map hUV\{b}XJFn may be naturally identified with an

element of GL(n, JF). It is easy to see that the map

9uv: Un V -t GL(n, JF)

defined by 9uv(b) = huvl{b}XJFn is continuous. The maps 9uv are called transition

maps.

In fact, the transition maps 9uv determine ~ up to isomorphism. Let

where the equivalence relation rv identifies points (b, x) EUx rand (b, y) E V x r

if 9uv(b)(x) = y. One may easily show that E is the total space of a vector bundle

li.e., the map sends positively oriented bases of]Rn to positively oriented bases of Fibb ç
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isomorphic to~. One calls the group GL(n, JF) the structural 9rouP of .JF"'-bundles, and

thinks of the rnaps 9uv as specifying sorne sort of "glueing data". For more details

on this point of view, see [17, Chapter 5].

One can show that a real n-plane bundle ~ is orientable (Le. can be given an

orientation) if and only if one may find a trivialization 11 of ~ with coordinate charts

hu , U E 11, such that the corresponding transtition functions 9uv take values in the

subgroup of GL(n, IR) consisting of matrices with positive determinant.

2.2. Operations on veetor bundles. There are many ways to make new vector

bundles out of old ones. For instance, if ~ is a vector bundle, and A ç B(~), there

is an obvious way to restict ~ to a bundle ~IA over A. AIso, if TJ is another bundle,

then there is a canonical construction of a product bundle ~ x TJ over the base space

B(~) x B(TJ).

Somewhat more exotic is the construction of the pullback of a vector bundle.

Suppose TJ is a vector bundle with projection 'if: E(TJ) -+ B(TJ), and f is a continuous

map from a space B into B (TJ). Then we may pull back the bundle TJ to construct a

bundle I*TJ over B with total space

E = {(b, e) E B x E(TJ) 1 f(b) = 'if(e)},

and projection map p sending (b, e) E E to b E B. Again, one must verify the local

triviality condition. If we define 1: E -+ E(TJ) by f(b, e) = e, then it follows that f

is a bundle map and that the following diagram is cartesian:

E ~ E(TJ)

pl 1K

B --+ B(TJ)
f

The vector bundle I*TJ constructed above is called the pullback of TJ by f.

Conversely, suppose 9 : ~ -+ TJ is a bundle map. Let g: B(~) -+ B(TJ) be defined

such that the formula g(Fibb~) = Fibg(b) TJ holds. Then one can show that ~ is
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isomorphic to g*r;. This illustrates the intimate relationship between pullbacks and

bundle maps.

One often thinks of a vector bundle as a continuous family of vector spaces lying

over a topological space. For this reason, it seems natural to attempt to define

analogues of popular vector space constructions (direct sum, tensor product, dual,

...) for vector bundles. Below, we indicate how this may be accomplished.

Let VS denote the category of vector spaces over IF. To unify (and simplify) our

presentation, we make the following definition.

DEFINITION 3.6. Let T be a functor from the product category VSn to VS. We

say that T is continuous if for any vector spaces VI, . .. ,Vn , vVl , ... , Wn in VS, the

map

induced by T is continuous. In other words, the map Teh, ... ,fn) depends continu

ously on fI, ... , fn'

The functors EB, 0, and v (dual) are easily seen to be continuous.

THEüREM 3.7 ([25, §3(f)]). Let 6, ... ,~n be vector bundles over the common

base space B, and let T: VSn -+ VS be a continuous functor. Then there is a veetor

bundle ~ = T(6, ... ,~n) over B such that for all b E B, the fibre Fibb~ is equal to

T(Fibb 6,··· ,Fibb~n)'

PRüüF. Let

E = liT(Fibb 6,···, Fibb~n)
bEB

(we the symbol il for disjoint union). Define'if : E -+ B by the rule

and set ~ = (E, 'if, B).
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For each i ~ n, find a local coordinate system (U, hi) for Çi. \iVriting mi for the

dimension of (each fibre of) Çi and 1fi for the projection from E(Çi) to B, we have

that the map hi is a homeomorphism from U x Fi onto 7çl (U) mapping {b} x )FWi

isomorphically onto Fibb Çi' Let hi,b = hil{b} X Fi. By the functoriality of T, the

map

is an isomorphism. By the continuity of T, the map hu : U X T(Fl, .. . , Fn) ---t

1f-l(U) defined by the rule

hul{b}XT(Fl ,... ,Fn) = T(h1,b, ... , hn,b)

is a homeomorphism.

If U and U' are coordinate neighbourhoods for all the Çi' then it is clear that

the map he} 0 hu is a homeomorphism of (U nU') x T(Fl, ... , Fn) onto itself.

Therefore, there is a unique topology on E such that each map hu constructed above

is continuous.

Letting 11 he the collection of aH open U ç B sneh that U is a eoordinate neigh

bourhood of each Çi' we have shown that li is a trivialization of ç. This completes

the proof. 0

It is easy to show that the correspondence

extends to a functor from (VBB)n to YB.

A continuous functor unique to the category of complex vector spaces is the com

plex conjugation functor. Given a complex vector space V, we let V denote the

vector space whose underlying abelian group is V, and whose scalar multiplication

is defined by twisting that of V by complex conjugation. That is, if s: C X V ---t V

represents scalar multiplication in V, and c: C ---t ce is complex conjugation, then

scalar multiplication in Vis given by s 0 (c x id).
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Let w be a complex vector bundle. We denote by w the vector bundle obtained

from w by applying the complex conjugation functor. We caU it the conjugate of w.

A fibre Fibbw of w is naturally identified with the vector space Fibbw.

Note that even though V rv V for any vector space V (they have the same dimen

sion), it is not true in general that a complex vector bundle w is isomorphic to its

conjugate w. This is because there is generaBy no canonical <C-vector spaee isomor

phism between V and V (complex eonjugation is not <C-linear). One may construct

bundle isomorphisms wlu ~ wlu for suitable sets U, but the lack of a natural choice

for these isomorphisms may prevent them from being mutuaBy compatible.

We show, for example, that the tangent bundle 'T of <cpl is not isomorphic to its

conjugate bundle, T. Observe that if V is a I-dimensional complex vector space, and

<p: V -t V is a linear isomorphism, then <p is given by refiecting V aeross some line.

Suppose there was an isomorphism f from 'T to T. Let TpŒI denote the tangent space

to <cpl at the point P. Then f induces a linear isomorphism fp: Tp<cpl -t Tp<CPI,

whieh must be given by refiection across a line f!p. VVe may identify <cpl with the

2-sphere 3 2 and view f!p as a line in IR3 tangent to 3 2 at P. Sinee f is a bundle

morphism, it follows that the lines f!p vary eontinuously, and eut out a I-dimensional

subbundle of the tangent bundle of the 2-sphere, 3 2 . Let

x = {(P, v) 1P E 3 2
, V E f!p, and Ilvll = 1}.

Sinee the lines .ep vary eontinuously, the spaee X is naturaUy a double eovering of the

2-sphere 3 2
. But 3 2 is simply eonneeted, so X must be the trivial double eovering.

Eaeh braneh of the eovering X represents a nonvanishing veetor field on 3 2 . It is weB

known that sueh a veetor field does exist; see for instance, [26, Corollary 21.6]. Thus,

the tangent bundle of <cpl is not isomorphie to its eonjugate.

Continuous functors interaet very nicely with pullbaeks.

LEMMA 3.8. Let B and B' be topological spaces, 6, ... ,c'n be vector bundles over

Band f: B' -t B be continuous. Suppose that T: VSn -t VS is a continuous
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functor. Then
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There is another way in which we may mutate contimious functors of vector spaces

into functors of vector bundles. Let BI, ... ,Bn be topological spaces and T: VSn ---+

VS be a continuous functor. Then one can show using arguments analogous to those

presented above that T induces a functor

One proves this fact using the following theorem.

THEOREM 3.9. Let 6, ... ,Çn be vector bundles over base spaces BI, ... , Bn , respec

tively, and let T: VSn ---+ VS be a continuous functor. Then there is a vector bundle

'[= 7'(6, ... ,çn) over BI x ".. x Bn such that forall b = (b l , " .. , bn ) E BI X ... x Bn ,

the fibre Fibb ç is equal ta T(Fibb 6,· . ",Fibb çn)'

It is traditional to denote the functor 0: VBB1 X VBB2 ---+ VBB1 XB2 by k8J.

The above constructions are related in the following way.

LEMMA 3.10. Let 6, ... ,Çn be vector bundles over the common base space B.

Let T: VSn ---+ VS be a continuous functor, d: B ---+ Bn be the diagonal map, and

Pi: Bn ---+ B be the i-th projection map. Then

(i) T(6, .. ·,çn) ~ d*7'(6, ... ,çn)'

(ii) 7'(6," .. ,çn) rv T(pi6, .. · ,p~çn)"

Bath isomorphisms are canonical.

For vector spaces U, V, and W, we know that U EB V rv V EB U, U ® V rv V ® U,

U ® (V ® vV) ~ (U ® V) ® W, and U ® (V EB W) rv (U ® V) EB (U ® W). The following

result shows that analogues of these identities hold for vectorbundles ç, 'Tl, and (.

The proof is a just diagram chase.

LEMMA 3.11. Let B, BI, .. "' B n be a topological spaces, and let Sand T be

naturally equivalent continuous functors from the n-fold cartesian product VSn into
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VS. Then Sand T remain naturally equivalent when viewed as functors from (VBB)n

into VBB. Also, the functors Sand from VBBI x '" X VBBn ta VBBIX ... xBn are

naturally equivalent.

2.3. Euclidean and Hermitian metrics on vector bundles. One may also

study vector bundles in which each fibre has the structure of an inner product space.

A Euclidean metric on a real vector bundle ç is a continuous map

such that for each b E E, its restrictionto Fibb(ç EB ç) defines a Euclidean inner

product on Fibbç. A Hermitian metric on a complex vector bundle w is defined in

like manner, except one insists that the metric endows each fibre of w with a Hermitian

inner product.

One shows that any vector bundle over a "reasonable" base space admits a metric.

DEFINITION 3.12. A topological space X is said to be paracompaet if any open

cover of X has an open, locally finite refinement. That is, if li is any open cover of

X, there exists another open cover V of X such that

(i) For each V E V, there is sorne U E li with V ç U.

(ii) Each point of X has a neighbourhood that meets only finitely many elements

ofV.

Most non-pathological spaces, induding aH metric spaces and aH manifolds, are

paracompact. We will deduce the existence of metrics on vector bundles over para

compact base spaces using the notion of a Gauss map. Let ç be an n-dimensional

vector bundle. A continuous map of f: E(ç) --+ rH is called a Gauss map if J is

linear and injective on each fibre of ç. One may prove the following result, which we

will use again later. For details, see [17, Chapter 3, §5] or [25, Lemma 5.3, Theorem

5.6].
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THEOREM 3.13. Any vector bundle over a paracompaet base space admits a Gauss

map.

COROLLARY 3.14. Any real (respectively, complex) vector bundle over a paracom

pact base space admits a Euclidean (respectively, Hermitian) metric.

PROOF. Let ç be a real, n-dimensional vector bundle over the paracompact base

space B, and let f: E (ç) -+ }Rn+k be a Gauss map. Letting (-, -) denote the stan

dard Euclidean inner product on JRn+k, one verifies easily that the correspondence

(el, e2) M (j(ed, f(e2)) defines a Euclidean metric on ç. Hermitian metrics on com

plex vector bundles are constructed similarly. 0

REMARK 3.15. One may also prove the above corollary using a standard partition

of unity argument.

The existence of metries allowsus to relate veetor bundles with their duals.

LEMMA 3.16.

(i) Let ç be a finite dimensional, real vector bundle with Euclidean metric (-, -).

Then the correspondence e M (-, e) defines an isomorphism between ç and its

dual, çv.
(ii) Let w be a finite dimensional, complex vector bundle with Hermitian metric

(-, - ). Then the correspondence e M (-, e) defines an isomorphism between its

conjugate bundle w, and its dual bundle, wv.

The proof of this lemma is an easy generalization of the standard argument from linear

algebra. Using a vector bundle analogue of the Graham-Schmidt orthogonalization

algorithm, one may prove the following lemma, which asserts that one may always

find orthogonal gluing data. For details, see [17, Chapter 3, §9].

LEMMA 3.17. Let ç be a real (respectively, complex) vector bundle with a Euclidean

(respectively, Hermitian) metric. Then there exists an open cover li of B(ç) with

coordinate charts hu , U E li, such that the corresponding transition maps guv (see
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§2.1) take values in the group O(n) of orthogonal matrices (respeetively, the group

U(n) of unitary matrices).

Thus the existence of a Euclidean (respectively, Hermitian) metric facilitates a

reduction of the structural group of a real (respectively, complex) vector bundle from

GL(n, JR) (respectively, GL(n, C)) to the group O(n) (respectively, U(n)). Similarly,

the existence of a Euclidean metric allows one to reduce the structural group of an

OIiented JRn_bundle to the group SO(n) of orthogonal matrices with determinant 1.

2.4. Classification of vector bundles. In §2.1, we constructed canonical vec

tOI bundles over the Grassmann manifolds. As it turns out, these bundles classify

aH finite dimensional vector bundles over paracompact spaces, in a sense to be made

precise below. One may prove the following:

THEOREM 3.18 ([25, Theorem 5.6]). Any r-bundle ç over a paraeompaet base

space admits a bundle map into the canonical n-plane bundle ln (IF) over the infi

nite Grassmann manifold, G(n, F). Thus, every such bundle ç determines a map

f: B(f,) -+ G(n, F) such that ç = f*ln(JF).

PROOF. Let g: E(ç) -+ rH ç F be a Gauss map, the existence of which was

asserted in Theorem 3.13. Define g: E(ç) -+ E(rn(lF)) by the rule

g(e) = (g(fibre through e), g(e)).

One may verify the continuity of g using the local triviality of ç. It is clear that g is

fibre preserving. Therefore, g is a bundle map. 0

This result may be strengthened:

THEOREM 3.19 ([17, Chapter 3, Theorem 7.2]). Two r -bundles ç and 7] over the

same base space B are isomarphie if and only if the determine homotopie maps fram

B ta G(n,F).

Thus, the isomorphism classes of r bundles over a paracompact base space B

are in one-to-one correspondence with the set [B, G (n, F )] of homotopy classes of
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maps from B into the infinite Grassmann manifold G(n, F). For this reason, the

space G (n, F) is often called the classiJying space, or universal base space for F'

bundles. Topologists denote the classifying spaces G(n, JRCXl) and G(n, <CCXl) by BO(n)

and BD(n), respectively. The 'B' stands for 'base space'; the '0' and 'D' stand for

'orthogonal' and 'unitary', respectively. The notation BO (n) is appropriate since it

is the universal base space for vector bundles with O(n) as structural group (see

Lemma 3.17). A similar remark hoIds for BD(n). We make special note of the fact

that BD(l) = <ClP'oo.

Analogously, one may show that the infinite oriented Grassmann manifold GO(n, JRCXl)

is the classifying space for oriented JRn_bundles. This space is often denote BSO(n)

because it is the universal base space for bundles with structural group SO(n).

3. A group law on <ClP'CXl (almost)

vVe briefiy digress from our general discussion of vector bundles to discuss an

important application of the notions discussed above. Borrowing notation from al

gebraic geometry, \'le let Pic B be the set of isomorphism classes of hne bundles over

the paracompact topological space B. The following theorem is fundamental to un

derstanding the structure of Pic B.

THEüREM 3.20. The Junction (ç, Tl) t---+ ç Q9 Tl is an abelian group law on the set

Pic B. The neutral element Jar this group law is the trivial line bundle, é (with total

space B x IF'), and the inverse of a bundle ç is given by its dual bundle, çv.

PRüüF. The tensor product operation on vector bundles is associative and com

mutative by Lemma 3.11, and it is easy to check that ç Q9 é rv ç. That çv serves as

an inverse of ç follows easily from the fact that for a one dimensional vector space Y,

the tensor product Y Q9 y v is canonically isomorphic to the field of scalars IF. 0

REMARK 3.21. By Lemma 3.16(i), the group of realline bundles over a given para

compact base space B has exponent two. By Lemma 3.16(ii), the bundle conjugation
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acts as inversion on the group of comptex Hne bundles over a given paracompact base

space B.

Using the universal property of the space ClP'oo in conjunction with the above the

orem, we can shmv that ClP'oo actually has the structure of a "group up to homotopy".

Let the symbol rv denote the homotopy relation.

DEFINITION 3.22. Let X be a topological space and m: X ----+ X be a continuous

map. We say that m is an abehan group law up to homotopy if there exist continuous

maps e: X ----+ X and i: X ----+ X such that

(i) (Associativity) ma (m,idx ) rv ma (idx,m),

(ii) (Commutativity) mas rv m where s: X X X ----+ X X X be given by s(x, y) =

(y, x),

(iii) (Identity) ma (idx , e) rv idx ,

(iv) (Inverse) ma (idx,i) rv e.

Let , = ,1 (C) and c be the universal and trivial hne bundles over C]P'oo, respec

tively, and consider the hne bundle , IZJ , (in the sense of Theorem 3.9) over the

product C]P'oo X C]P'oo. By Theorem 3.19, applicable as C]P'oo x ClP'oo is paracompact,

there exists a continuous map m: ClP'oo x ClP'oo ----+ C]P'oo, unique up to homotopy, such

that , IZJ , ~ m*,. Let e and i be the continuous maps from ClP'oo to ClP'oo, unique

up to homotopy, such that c rv e*, and ,v ~ i*,.

THEOREM 3.23. The map m gives ClP'oo the structure of an abelian group, up to

homotopy, with identity map e and inverse map i.
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PROOF. We must verify (i)-(iv) of Definition 3.22. We will verify (iv), the rest

being similar. Let Pl, P2 : ClPco x ClPoo '--7 ClPoo be the projection maps. Then

(m 0 (id, i))*, ~ (id, i)*m*,

= (id, i)*,IZl, by the above,

= (id, i)*(pi, '29 p;,) by Lemma 3.10,

= ((id, i)*pi,) '29 ((id, i)*p;,) by Lemma 3.8,

= (PlO (id, i))*, '29 (P2 0 (id, i))*,

= id*, '29 i*,

by Theorem 3.20.

We have shown that the map mo(id, i) pulls back, to E. Therefore, by the uniqueness

of e up to homotopy, we must have m 0 (id, i) rv e. 0

We can actuaIly give explicit formulas for the maps e, i, and m. Let a = (ao, al, ...)

and b = (bo, bl , ... ) be elements of CCXl. We let A and B denote the lines through a

and b, respectively. View A and B as elements of ClPco . Define a bilinear composition

law * on Coo by the rule

n

a * b = (co, Cl,' .. ), where Cn = L aibn-i'
i=O

Notice that if we identify Cco with the polynomial ring qx] by identifying a with

the polynomial ao + alX + .. " then the composition law * corresponds to polynomial

multiplication. Therefore, if a and b are nonzero, then a * b is also nonzero. It is

also clear that (Àa) * (r;,b) = Àr;,(a * b) for aIl complex numbers À and r;,. Therefore, *
descends to a map from ClPco x ClPoo '--7 ClPoo . With this point of view, we have that

a*bEA*B
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THEüREM 3.24. Let e: C1P'= -+ ClPoo he any constant mapJ i: œoo -+ ClP=

be induced by complex conjugationJ and m: œoo x ClPoo -+ ClPoo be defined by the

formula Tn(A, B) = A * B. Then e*1 ~ EJ i*1 ~ IV, and m*1 =:: 1 [Z] l'

PRüüF. is clear that e*, ~ c. By Lemma 3.16(ii), we may show instead that

i*, t'V ry. To demonstrate this, it suffices to produce a bundle map 1: E(;:Y) -+ Eh)

such that the diagram

commutes (see §2.2). Define 1: EC;Y) -+ Eh) by the rule I(A, a) = (A, a), where

a = (ao, al, ...), and A is the hne through a. One verifies directly that l is a bundle

map which completes the above diagram.

Let A, B E œoo
, and consider the mapping from (FibA,) x (FibB,) to FibA*B,

given by

((A, a), (B, b)) M (A * B, a * b).

This is a weIl defined, bilinear map. Therefore, it induces a bundle map l'vI: E(, [Z]

,) -+ E(,) defined by

l\1((A, a) 0 (B, b)) = (A * B, a * b).

It is c1ear that the diagram,

commutes, so we may conclude that m*, t'V , [Z] ,. D
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4. Characteristic classes of vector bundles

vVe continue our discussion of vector bundles by introducing a family invariants of

known as characteristic classes. These characteristic classes are special cohomology

classes of the base space of a bundle which contain much useful information. For

details on the constructions of these characteristic classes, see [25].

We first introduce the Stiefel- Whitney classes. One may show that for any real vec-

tor bundle f" there exists a unique sequence of cohomology classes Wi(f,) E Hi(B(f,), 7lj271) ,

i 2:: 0, with the following properties:

(i) The class wo(f,) is the unit element of HO(B(f,), 7lj271) , and Wi(f,) is zero for

i > dim]R f,.

(ii) If f : f, -+ r; is a bundle map, then Wi(f,) = f*wi(r;).

(iii) If f, and r; are vector bundles over the same base space, then

k

Wk(f, EEl r;) = L Wi(f,) U Wk-i(r;).
i=O

(iv) Letting Il,l(R) denote the canonical (Hopf) Hne bundle over:mP'l (see page 46),

the class Wl b1,1 (R)) is nonzero.

The cohomology class Wi(f,) is called the i-th Stiefel- Whitney class ofthe vector bundle

f,. Letting

W(f,) = wo(f,) + Wl(f,) + ... E H*(B(f,), 7l/271) ,

we express property (iii) in the form w(f, EEl r;) = w(f,) U w(r;). vVe caU w(f,) the total

Stiefel- Whitney class of f,.

One may compute the Stiefel-vVhitney classes of a cartesian product of vector

bundles in terms of the Stiefel-Whitney classes of the factors.

LEMMA 3.25. Let f, and r; be vector bundles. Then

k

Wk(f, x r;) = L Wi(f,) x Wk-i(r;).
i=O
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Here, Wi(Ç) X Wk-i(ry) denotes the cohomology cross product Wi(O and Wk-i(ry). For

its definition and properties, see [26, p. 355ft].

PROOF. Let 7r1 and 7r2 be the projection maps from B(ç) x B(rJ) onto B(ç) and

B(ry), respectively. Then ç x rJ ~ (7rrO EB (7r~rJ). Computing, using the natural

ity of characteristic classes and a standard fact relating cup and cross products in

cohomology, we see that

k

= L wi(7riç) U Wk-i(7r;rJ)
i=O

k

= L(7riwi(Ç)) U (7r;Wk-i(rJ))
i=O

k

= L Wi(Ç) x Wk-i(rJ)·
i=O

o

One may use the Stiefel-VVhitney classes to derive interesting non-embedding re

sults for manifolds (see, for instance, [25, Theorem 4.8]), and important theorems

concerning the existence of real division algebras (see, for instance, [25, Theorem

4.7]). The fact we have chosen oUf coefficient ring to be 7l /27l makes Stiefel-Whitney

classes ideally suited to studying non-oriented manifolds. They will come up again

later when we discuss non-oriented cobordism.

We now introduce the Chern classes, characteristic classes of complex vector bun

dIes. For every complex vector bundle w, there is a unique sequence of cohomology

classes Ci(W) E H2i (B(w), Z) satisfying properties completely analogous to properties

(i)-(iv) of the Stiefel-Whitney classes.

(i) The class co(w) is the unit element of HO(B(w), 7l), and Ci(W) is zero for i >

dim.c w.

(ii) If f : w -+ ( is a bundle map, then Ci(W) = j*Ci(()'
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(iii) If Cv' and ( are vector bundles over the same base space, then

k

Ck(W EB () = I:::Ci(W) U Ck-i(()'
i=O

(iv) Letting 11,1(C) denote the canonical (Hopf) hne bundle over Cp1 (see page 46),

the class Cl CJu (q) is nonzero.

The class Wi(W) is called the i-th Chern class of w. We define the total Chern class

of W to be the sum

c(W) = co(w) + Cl (w) + C2(W) + ... E H*(B(w), Z).

One can praye the foHowing relationship between a complex bundle and its conjugate.

LEMMA 3.26 ([25, Lemma 14.9]). Let w he a complex n-bundle. Then the total

Chern class of w is given by

For what shaH foHow, we will require one more family of characteristic classes, the

Pontryagin classes. These classes are actuaHy defined in terms of the Chern classes.

Let f, be a real, n-dimensional vector bundle. Then the complexification f, ® C of f,

is an n-dimensional complex vector bundle. The i-th Pontryagin class of f" denoted

Pi(f,), is defined in terms of the 2i-th Chern class ofits complexification by the formula

We define the total Pontryagin class of f, to be the sum

p(f,) = Po(f,) + P1(f,) + P2(f,) + ... E (B(f,), Z).

The Pontryagin classes satisfy properties formally similar to those satisfied by the

Stiefel-Whitney and Chern classes. These properties may derived from the corre

sponding properties of the Chern classes. The foHowing relationship between Chern

and Pontryagin classes is useful.
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LEMMA 3.27 ([25, Corollary 15.5]). Let W be a complex n-plane bundle and Wffi:.

the real vector bundle obtained by ignoring its complex structure. Then

PROOF. By the definition of Pontryagin classes, we have

But Wffi:. ® C -:::::: w EB w, so by Lemma 3.26,

C(wrn:. ® C) = 1 + CI(Wrn:. ® C) + ... + C2n(Wrn:. 0 C)

= c(w E9 w) = c(w)c(w)

= (1 + CI(W) + ... + cn(w))(l - CI(W) + ... + (-l)n cn (w)).

It follows that if k is odd, then

k

Ck(wm:. ® C) = L((-l)k-i + (-l)i)ci(w)ck_i(w) = 0,
i=O

since (-1 )k-i + (-l)i = a for each i = 0, ... ,k. Therefore,

1- PI(W) + P2(W) - ... + (-l)npn (w) = c(wm:. ® C)

= (1 + Cl (w) + ... + Cn(w )) (1 - Cl (w) + ... + (-1)nCn(w)).

o

One has an analogue of Lemma 3.25 for Chern and Pontryagin classes. Since

the arguments in the proof of Lemma 3.25 were purely formaI, the proof remains

unchanged.

LEMMA 3.28.

(i) Let W and ( be complex vector bundles. Then

k

Ck(W X () = L Ci(W) x Ck-i(().
i=O
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(ii) Let ç and TJ be real vector bundles. Then

k

Pk(( x TJ) = LPi(Ç) x Pk-i(rJ)·
i=O

Let X be an n-dimensional, smooth manifold. One defines its Stiefel-Whitney

classes Wi(X) (respectively, its Pontryagin classes, Pi(X)) to be the Stiefel-Whitney

classes (respectively, Pontryagin classes) of its tangent bundle. To make a similar

definition for Chern classes, we introduce a piece of terminology. We call a com

plex structure on the tangent bundle of X an almost-complex structure on X. An

almost-complex manifold is defined to be a manifold together with an almost-complex

structure. Consequently, the tangent bundle of an almost-complex manifold can be

viewed as a complex vector bundle. We may therefore define the Chern classes clX)

of the almost-complex manifold X to be the Chern classes of its tangent bundle.

One may use these characteristic classes to define numerical invariants of mani

folds. Let X be a smooth, compact, n-dimensional manifold, and let P,x E Hn(X, 7l../27l..)

denote the fundamental homology class of X. Then for any cohomology class u E

Hn(x, 7l../27l..) , the Kronecker product (u, P,x) is a weIl defined element of 7l../27l... Let

l = (il, ... , i r ) be a partition of the integer n (i.e. il ::; ... ::; ir and il +... + ir = n).

Then the cohomology dass Wil (X) U ... U Wi r (X) is in Hn(x, Z/27l..). Therefore, we

may define

The integer W [[X] is called the l -th Stiefel- Whitney number of X. If X is an ori

ented manifold, then X has a fundamental homology class P,x E Hn(X, oZ), and the

Pontryagin numbers P[[X] may be defined in an analogous manner. In addition,

Chern numbers c[[X] may be constructed under the assumption that X is almost

complex (which implies that X has a preferred orientation). If X is an n-dimensional

cornplex manifold, one can show that the Chern number Cn[X] is equal to the Euler

characteristic x(X) of X; see [25, CoroIlary 11.2].
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EXAMPLE 3.29. To illustrate the above points, we discuss the characteristic classes

and numbers of the projective spaces. vVe begin with the Stiefel-Whitney classes of

real projective space. There is an obvious bundle map f from the canonical liue

bundle 'Y'1,I(IR) over IRJrI to '"YI,n(IR) over IRJrn. By properties (ii) and (iv) of Stiefel

Whitney classes, we have

Therefore, WI ('"'(l,n (IR)) = g, where 9 is the unique nonzero element of Hl (IRJrn , 7l j2Z).

Applying property (i) of Stiefel-Whitney classes, it foIlows that W('"'(l,n) = 1 + g.

Let T][{]J"n be the tangent bundle of IRJrn, and let E be the trivial line bundle over

JRJPn. One may show (see [25, Proof of Theorem 4.5]) that

TlRJP'n EB E ~ ll,n (IR) EB ... EB ÎI,n (IR) ., ~

v
TL + l summands

This is an example of the splitting principle for vector bundles. Therefore, by property

(iii) of Stiefel-Whitney classes,

W(IRJrTL) = W(TJRlPn) = W(TlRJP'n EB E) = (1 + gtH

(n+ 1) (n + 1) 2 (n + 1) n=1+ 1 g+ 2 9 + ... + n g.

This formula can be used to show that all of the Stiefel-Whitney numbers of JRJPn

vanish if and only if n is odd. If n is even, then it follows from the above formula

that wTL(JRJPTL) = (n + l)gn, implying that wn[JRJPn] _ 1 (mod 2). Now suppose n is

odd, and write n = 2k - 1. Then

w(lIlI"') = (1 + g)2k (1 + g')k = t G)g'k (morl 2).

Since the above sum contains no terms of even weight, it follows that Wj(IRJrTL) = 0 if

j is odd. Consequently, aIl the Stiefel-Whitney numbers of JRJPn vanish.
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One may use similar ideas to compute the Chern classes of complex projective

n-space, ([jpm. In this case, one begins by showing that

rv ;:YIn (C) EB . . . EB ;:YIn (C) ;, ,, ~

V'

n + 1 summands

for details, see [25, Proof of Theorem 14.10]. Therefore,

Letting 9 = -Cl (fl,n(q), it follows that

c(<Clpn) = 1 + (n; 1)9+ (n; 1) l + ... + (n: 1) gn.

It can be shown that 9 is the generator of H2(cpn, Z) such that gn E H2n(œn, Z)

is compatible with the preferred orientation of cpn, (i.e., (j.tœn, gn) = 1). It follows

that for any partition 1 = (il, ... , i".) of the integer n, we have

(3.1)

For example,

(3.2)

From Lemma 3.27, it follows that the total Pontryagin class p(cpn) is given by

(1 + g2)n+l. Its Pontryagin nmbers are given by

PI[cpn] = (2ni;1) ... (2ni~ 1) ,
where 1 is a partition of n. Therefore,

(3.3)

EXAMPLE 3.30. Let Cl and C2 be complex curves, and define the surface S =

Cl X C2 . Computing using Lemma 3.28, one obtains
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Let PS be the homology class which determines the preferred orientation of S. One

can show that Ps = PCl X PC2' Therefore,

Since, by (3.2), Cl (<cpl) = 2, we have

(3.4)

Using the above style of argument, one may prove results relating the Pontryagin

numbers of a product of manifolds to the Pontryagin numbers of the factors. In

particular, one may show that if M and N are 4-dimensional oriented manifolds,

then

Consequently,

(3.5)

We summarize in tabular form sorne manifolds and their characteristic numbers:

C2 C2l
<cpl X Cpl 8 4

CP2 9 3

pi P2

Cp2 x <cp2 18 9

CP4 25 10

EXAMPLE 3.31. Let X be a complex surface, and let X be the blow-up of X at

a point P. There is a nice relationship between the Chern numbers of X and X. It

is a fact (see for instance [14, Appendix A, Example 4.1.2]) that for any surface Y,

we have CI(Y) = -Ky, where Ky is the canonical divisor on Y. Further, by [14,

Chapter V, Proposition 3.3], one has the relationship K~ = Ki - 1. Therefore,

cî[X] = cî[X] - 1.
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Let E denote the special fibre of the blow-up X -+ X. It can be shown (see [13,

p.473-474]) that

Hi(X) = Hi(X) E8 Hi(E), i > O.

Since E rv CP!, it foIlows that dim Hi(X) = dim HiCX) , if i > 0 and i =1= 2, and

dim H2 (X) = dim H2 (X) + 1. Since the top Chern number of a manifold is equal to

its Euler characteristic (this was mentioned on page 64), we have C2[X) = C2[X) + l.

EXAMPLE 3.32. In this example, we describe the Pontryagin classes of the quater

nionic projective spaces JH[]pn. For proofs of the assertions made below, see [16,

§l.3). Using an appropriate eeIl decomposition, one can show that H*(JH[]pn, Z)

Z[u]/(un+l), where u is a generator of H4 (JH[]pn, Z).

Let u be the generator of H4 (JH[]pn, Z) which is compatible with the orientation an

lHIlP'n. Then the Pontryagin classes of lHlJ.Pn are given by

p(lHlJ.Pn) = (1 + u)2n+2(1 + 4U)-1

= (1 + u?n+2(1 - 4u + 16u2 - 64u3 + ... ).

As an illustration, we compute the Pontryagin numbers of IHIlP2. Let u E H4(lHlJ.P2, Z)

be as above. Then sinee u3 = 0, the above formula reduces to

(3.6)



CHAPTER 4

. Bordism and cobordism

1. Generalized cohomology theories

1.1. The Eilenberg-Steenrod axioms. We begin by recalling the Eilenberg

Steenrod axioms defining generalized cohomology theories; see [10]. If (X, A) and

(Y, B) are pairs oftopological spaces with A ç X and B ç Y, then a map f: (X, A) -+

(Y, B) is a continuous map f: X -+ Y with f(A) ç B. Let A be a category of pairs

(X, A) of topological spaces with A ç X such that:

@ If the pair (X, A) is in A, then so are the pairs (X, X), (X,0), (A, A), and

(A,0).

@ If (X, A) is in A, then so is (X x J,A x J).

@ There is a one-point space * with (*,0) in A.

Such a category is called admissable. We shall often identify the pair (X, 0) with the

set X. A generalized cohomology theory on A consists of the following data:

@ A sequence hn
, n ~ 0, of contravariant functors from A to the category of

abelian groups. If f: (X, A) -+ (Y, B) is a continuous map between admiss

able pairs, we let 1* denote the induced map hn(J): hn(y, B) -+ hn(X, A).

@ A coboundary map b: hn-1(A) -+ hn(X, A) for each admissable pair (X, A)

and each n.

Further, we require that the following axioms be satisfied.

71
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(1) If f: (X, A) -t (Y, B), then the diagram

commutes.

hn-1(B)

(fIA)*1
hn-1(A)

~ hn(Y,B)

1*1
---t hn(X, A)

Il

(2) (Exactness) If i: A -t X and j: X -t (X, A) are inclusion maps, then the

sequence of homomorphisms

i* hn-1(A) Il hn( v A) j* hn(X) i* hn(A) Il... -t -t ..(\.,..:....t -t -t ...

is exact.

(3) (Homotopy) If f and g are homotopie maps from (X, A) to (Y, B), then

f* = g*.

(4) (Excision) Let (X, A) be in A, and let U be an open subset of X such that

U ç Int A. If (X - U, A - U) is in A, then inclusion induces an isomorphism

In addition to satisfying the above, ordinary cohomology theory Hn also satisfies

the following dimension axiom.

If * is a one point space then Hn(*) = 0 for n 2: 1, and HO(*) = Z.

One can show that on a sufficiently nice admissable category (for example, the cate

gory of simplicial complexes and simplicial maps), Axioms (1)-(4) together with the

dimension axiom characterize ordinary cohomology theory [10]. Later, we shaH come

across generalized cohomology theories, the cobordism theories, for instance, which

do not satisfy the dimension axiom.

A generalized cohomology theory hn is said to have products iffor each admissable

pair (X, A) and integers m and n, there is a pairing
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which endows the direct sum h*(X, A) := EBn>o hn(X, A) with a ring structure. VVe

note that h*(X, A) lS always a graded module over h*(*).

1.2. Complex-oriented cohomology theories. For our purposes, one of the

crucial properties of the space ClP'oo is that its cohomology ring is a power series

ring in one variable. We thus define a class of generalized cohomology theories, the

complex-oriented cohomology theories (see [40, §2.2), or [15, §31.1.1]) , which share

that property.

Let h* be a generalized cohomology theory with products such that 2 is invertible

in the ring of coefficients h*(*). vVe calI h* complex-oriented if there is a cohomology

class t E h2 (C]P'OO) (called an orientation) such that:

@ t maps to -t under the endomorphism of h2 (C]P'OO) induced by complex

conjugation,

@ t restricts to the canonical generator of h2(S2).

Suppose h* is a complex-oriented cohomology theory. Then one may deduce using

only the above properties and the Eilenberg-Steenrod axioms that

Ordinary cohomology is a complex-oriented theory. Representing the 2-sphere S2 as

C U { 00}, one observes that complex conjugation induces a refiection of 52 about an

equator. Such a refiection induces multiplication by -Ion H2(S2, Z).

Now suppose h* is a complex-oriented cohomology theory. Let R = h*(*) be

Hs ring of coefficients. For each space X, h*(X) is a module over h*(*). As h* is

contravariant, the map m: ClP'oo ----+ ClP'oo induces a co-multiplication map

tt: h*(ClP'OO) ----+ h* (C]P'oo x ClP'OO) C'.) h*(ClP'OO) ®h*(C]P'oo ),
R

where the isomorphism in the above formula is a consequence of the Künneth theo

rem. Note that since h* is well defined modulo homotopy equivalence, the map tt is
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independent of our choice of m. As h* is complex-oriented,

and h*(ClP'OO) ®h*(ClP'OO) c::=: R[z] 0 R[z] rv R[x, y].
R

Therefore, we may view jJ as a map from R[z] into R[x, y]. A purely formaI argu

ment, essentially identical to the one presented in Chapter 2, §l, proves the following

consequence of the group law property of the map m.

THEOREM 4.1. Let F(x,y) = jJ(z) E R[x, y]. Then F(x,y) is a Jormal group law

with coefficients in the ring R = h*(point).

In summary, using the group property of the classifying space ClP'oo = BU(l), we

may attach a formaI group law to each complex-oriented cohomology theory.

2. Bo:rdisrn

Bordism theory, initiated by L. Pontryagin and V. A. Rohlin and brought to

maturity by J. Milnor and R. Thom, was developed to answer questions like the

foIlowing:

Given a manifold, how may we determine if it is the boundary of

another manifold?

Considering the central role played by the notion of boundary in homology theory, it

cornes as no surprise that homological tools have been vital in investigations related

to the above question. In fact, our answer is phrased in terms of characteristic

cohomology classes.

Assume aH manifolds appearing in this section are smooth and compact. By

a closed manifold, we mean a manifold without boundary. Let M be the set of

diffeomorphism classes of closed (smooth, compact) manifolds. For manifolds Xl and

X 2 , we let Xl + X 2 denote their disjoint union. The empty manifold 0 serves as a

neutral element for +. The cartesian product operation on M distributes over disjoint

union. In fact, (M, +, x) has satisfies aIl axioms of a commutative ring except for the

existence of additive inverse.
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2.1. Non-oriented bordism. VVe define an equivalence relation on M by declar

ing Xl and X 2 equivalent if and only ifthere lS a manifold Y such that 8Y is diffeomor

phic to Xl + X 2 . This is an equivalence relation: Symmetry is obvious; refiexitivity

follows from the fact that for any closed manifold X, the disjoint union X + X is the

boundary of the cartesian product X x [0,1]. Transitivity foUows from the following

theorem, which allows us to glue two manifolds together along a common boundary.

THEOREM 4.2 (Collar neighbourhood theorem). Let X be a smooth, compact

manifold with boundary 8X. Then there exists a neighbourhood of 8X in X which is

diffeomorphic to 8X x [0,1).

We caU this relation non-oriented bordism, and say that two related manifolds are

bordant. Let 0* be the set of equivalence classes of M, modulo the non-oriented

bordism relation.

We claim that 0* is a ring under + and x. That addition is well defined follows

from the identity 8(YI + Y2) = 8Yi + 8Y2 . A closed manifold X is its own additive

inverse in 0*, as X + X = 8X x [0,1] is a boundary. That x is well defined on

0* follows from the fact that if X is closed and al' is a boundary, then X x ay =
8(X x Y). We call 0* the non-oriented bordism ring. The ring 0* is graded by

dimension. The set On of equivalence classes of closed, n-dimensional manifolds

under the non-oriented bordism relation is an abelian group, and

It is clear that the cartesian product induces a bilinear map x: Om X On -t Om+n.

The structure of 0* is given by the following theorem.

THEOREM 4.3 (Thom [39]). The non-oriented cobordism ring 0* is isomorphic

to a polynomial ring
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with one generator X n E Dn for aU n =f- 2m - 1. If n is even, then we may take X n

ta he the bordism class of real, n-dimensional projective space.

A proof is also given in [38].

The Stiefel-Whitney numbers, discussed earlier, are complete invariants of non

oriented bordism.

THEOREM 4.4 (Pontryagin [30], Thom [39]). Let X be a smooth, compact, closed

manifold. Then X is the boundary of a smooth, compact manifold Y if and only if

aU of its Stiefel- Whitney numbers WI[X] are zero.

These issues are treated in detail in [38]. From the discussion of Example 3.29,

we see that mP'n bounds if and only if n is odd. Observing that

it follows that for any partition 1 of the integer n, we have WI[XI + X 2 ] = WI[XI ] +
WI[X2] in Z/271. We therefore obtain the following corollary.

COROLLARY 4.5. Two smooth, compact, closed, n-dimensional manifolds Xl and

X 2 are cobordant if and only if Xl and X 2 have the same Stiefel-lVhitney numbers.

2.2. Oriented bordisme We also wish to determine necessary and sufficient con

ditions for an oriented manifold to be an oriented boundary. For an oriented manifold

X, we let -X denote the manifold X with the opposite orientation. Let MO denote

the set of isomorphism (i.e. orientation preservingl diffeomorphism) classes of closed,

oriented manifolds. The set MO satisfies aIl the axioms of a ring except for the

existence of additive inverse. Unlike in the non-oriented case though, the cartesian

product operation on MO is not commutative in usual sense. It is, however, commuta

tive in the following graded sense. If we view MO as being graded by dimension, and

let X and Y be oriented manifolds of dimension m and n, respectively, then X x Y is

l Let i.{!: X -+ Y be a diffeomorphism between oriented manifolds X and Y. We say that i.{! is

orientation preserving if the induced map di.{! on tangent spaces sends positively oriented bases ta

positively oriented bases.
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isomorphic to (-1 )mnY x X. The reason for this is as follows. Let rp: X X Y -+ Y x X

be defined by rp(x, y) = (y, x) Let e = (el, ... , em) and 1 = (h,···, ln) be bases for

the tangent spaces of X and Y at points x and y, respectively. TheH

ex 1 := ((el, 0), , (em,0), (0, h),···, (0, ln)) and

1 x e := ((h, 0), , (Jn, 0), (0, ed,· .., (0, em))

are positively oriented bases for the tangent spaces of X x Y and Y x X at (x, y)

and (y, x), respectively. Let drp denote the map on tangent spaces induced by cp. As

dcp(ei, O) = (0, ei) and dcp(O, li) = (Ji, 0), it follows that drp sends the basis e x 1 to

the basis

drp(e x J) = ((0, el),"" (0, em), (JI, 0), ... , (Jn, 0)).

One sees directly that the determinant of the change of basis from 1 x e to drp(e x J)

is (_l)mn. Therefore, the assertion that X x Y l'V (_l)mny x X follows.

We define a relation on the class of oriented manifolds by declaring Xl and X 2

equivalent if Xl + (- X 2 ) is the boundary of another oriented manifold. The proof

that this defines an equivalence relation proceeds essentially as in the non-oriented

case. Note that as oriented manifolds, ex x [0,1] l'V X + (-X). This relation is

called the orienied bordism relation, and again, two related manifolds are said to be

(oriented) bordant. Let n2 be the corresponding set of equivalence classes. Then

as in the non-oriented case, n2 is a ring, with the additive inverse of and oriented

manifold X being -X. Letting n~ denote the set of equivalence classes of oriented

n-dimensional manifolds under the oriented bordism relation, it follows easily from

the above that

is a graded ring, commutative in the graded sense.

The structure of this oriented bordism ring, modulo 2-torsion, is given by the

following theorem:
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THEOREM 4.6 (Thom [39], Milnor [24]).

(i) The tensor product 0: 0 Z[1/2] is isomorphic to a polynomial ring

with one genemtor in each positive dimension divisible by 4-.

(ii) Let [C.rn
] denote the oriented bordism class of c.rn

. Then kiUing aU torsion, we

may take X 4n = [CJP2n]. That is,

Note that sinee aIl the generators of 0: 0 Z[1/2] have even weight, the graded com

mutativity inherited from 0: is just commutativity. For a description of the 2-torsion

in n:, see 141].

Together, the Pontryagin and Stiefel-Whitney numbers constitute complete in

variants of oriented bordism.

THEOREM 4.7 (Pontryagin [30], Milnor [24], Wall [41]). Two oriented manifolds

X and Y are oriented bordant if and only if aU of their corresponding Pontryagin

and Stiefel- Whitney numbers coincide. Consequently, a compact, oriented manifold

X is a the boundary of another compact, oriented manifold if and only if aU of its

Pontryagin numbers and Stiefel- Whitney numbers are zero.

The Pontryagin numbers of an oriented manifold completely determine the image

of an oriented manifold in n: 0 Q.

THEOREM 4.8 (Thom [39]). Two oriented manifolds have the same image in

0: 0 Q if and only if aU of their Pontryagin numbers coincide.

EXAMPLE 4.9. Let X = 3(CJP2 x C.r2 ) - 2CJP4 . We daim that X and IHIJP'2 have the

same image in n: 0 Q. We must show that their have the same Pontryagin numbers.
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Consulting (3.6) and the tables on page 66, we see that

pî[X] = 3Pî[ClP'2 X ClP'2] - 2pî[ClP'4]

= 3 . 18 - 2 . 25 = 4

= pî [lliIlP'2 J,

P2[X] = 3p2[ClP'2 x ClP'2] - 2p2[ClP'4]

= 3 . 9 - 2 . 10 = 7

=P2 [lliIlP'2 ].
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So our daim holds.

Thom determined the structure of the oriented bordism groups by interpreting

them as certain stable homotopy groups. To each vector bundle ~, Thom attached a

space T(~), called the Thom space of ~, with the following property:

@ If n < k - 1, then the homotopy group 1ïn+k(T(r~)) is isomorphic to the

n-th oriented bordism group O;?, where l~ is the universal oriented n-plane

bundle over the oriented Grassmann manifold GO(n, ROO).

For an accessible discussion of Thom spaces, see [25, §18]. Vve shaH refer to these

Thom spaces again when discussing the construction of cobordism theories.

2.3. Complex bordism. Somewhat less intuitive, although essential for our

purposes, is the notion of complex bordism. Before we give the definition, we must

introduce sorne terminology.

Let ~ and TJ be vector bundles over the common base space B, and let E be the

trivial line bundle over B. We say that ~ and TJ are stably equivalent if there exist

integers m and n such that ~ EB Em
cv Tf EB En. For example, by the discussion in

Example 3.29, the tangent bundle TlRJP'n of R]p'n is stably equivalent to II,n EB ... EB
'

I,n

(n + 1 summands). If ~ is stably equivalent to a trivial bundle (that is, ~ EB Em
Co:' En,

for sorne integers m and n), we say that ~ is stably trivial. It is clear that stable
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equivalence is an equivalence relation on the class of vector bundles over B. In faet,

the set of stable equivalence classes of vector bundles over form an abelian group

under the operation of EB. The existence of additive inverses is a consequence of the

following result.

LEMMA 4.10. Let ç be an lF-vector bundle over the paracompact base space B.

Then there exists another lF-vector bundle Tl over B such that the direct sum ç EB Tl is

(stably) trivial.

PROOF. Let g: E(ç) --+ lFN be a Gauss map. Since B is paraeompact, sueh a map

exists by Theorem 3.13. Define g: E(ç) --+ B x lFN by e E Fibbç M (b, g(e)). Then g
embeds ç as a subbundle of the trivial N-bundle eN. Choosing a metric on eN (here,

we need the paracompactness of B), we may find a complementary subbundle Tl for

ç. 0

The notions of oriented and non-oriented bordism diseussed above do not gener

alize readily to the case of complex or even almost-complex manifolds (see page 63).

This is because eomplex or almost-complex manifolds have even real dimension, and

thus the boundary of a complex or almost-manifold cannot be complex or almost

complex. The notion of stable equivalence allows us to circumvent this difficulty.

Let X be a manifold, and let T be its tangent bundle. Let w be a complex vector

bundle whose underlying real vector bundle is stably equivalent to T. The stable

equivalence class [w] of the complex vector bundle w is called a complex structure on

the stable tangent bundle of X. A stably almost-complex manifold is defined to be

a pair (X, [w]), where X is a manifold and [w] is a complex structure on its stable

tangent bundle.

We define the complex bordism relation for stably almost-complex manifolds. We

first note that if [Wl] and [W2] are complex structures on the stable tangent bundles

of manifolds Xl and X 2 , respectively, there is an obvious way to define a complex

structure on Xl + X 2 induced by [WI] and [W2]' For a stably almost-complex manifold
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(X, [u)]) , we define its boundary, â(X, [w]), by the formula

8(X, [w]) = (âX, [wlax]).
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Let (X, [w]) be a stably almost-complex manifold. We wish to define -(X, [w]). Let

c]Ft and cC be the trivial real and complex hne bundles over X, and let fC be the

conjugate bundle. Note that the underlying real bundles of cC and EC are both

isomorphic to c]Ft EBc]Ft. We define -(X, [w]) to be the stably almost-complex manifold

(X, [w EB fC]), It now makes sense to declare two stably almost-complex manifolds

(Xl, [WI]) and (X2, [W2]) complex-bordant ifthere exists another stably almost-complex

manifold (Y, [(l) such that

As before, one can check that this does in fact define an equivalence relation on the

class of stably almost-complex manifolds. We denote the quotient by n~. One defines

the cartesian product of (X, [w]) and (Y, [(]) to be (X x Y, [w x (]). To show that this

makes sense, we verify that the underlying real bundle (w X (}iR: is stably equivalent

to TX x Ty. Suppose W]Ft '"'" TX EB cm and (]Ft '"'" Ty EB En, and let 1r1 and 1r2 denote the

projection maps from X x Y. Then

(w X ()]Ft '"'" W]Ft X (lFt

'"'" 1r~(TX EB Em) EB 1r;(Ty EB cn)

'"'" (1r~TX) EB (1r~cm) EB (1r;TY) EB (1r;cn)

'"'" (1r~TX) EB (1r;Ty) EBcn +m

'"'" (TX X TY) EB cn+m.

As before, the operations + and x give n~ the structure of a graded ring. That

+ is weIl defined, modulo bordism, follows from the additivity of +. To check that

multiplication in n~ makes sense, we must verify that the set of boundaries is closed
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under multiplication by arbitrary closed manifolds. Computing, vve see that,

(aM, [(lôM]) x (X, [w]) = (aM x x, [(laM x w])

(V (a(M x X), [(( X W)ô(MXX)])

= a(1\I1 x X, [( x w]).

Thus, n~ is a ring. The structure of this complex bordism ring was determined by

Milnor, and independently by Novikov.

THEOREM 4.11 ([24], [28]). The complex bordism ring n~ has the structure of a

polynomial ring Z[X2 , X 4 , ...], with one generator in each real dimension divisible by

4·

A system of generators for n~ can be described as follows. Let Hij ç <cpi x œ j

hE' the smooth hypersurface defined hy the relation .T,oYo + ... XkYk = 0, where k =

min{i,j}. The manifold Hij has real dimension 2(i + j - 1). One can show (see [16,

§4.1]) that the manifolds Hij are polynomial generators of n~.

We note that two stably equivalent vector bundles have the same characteristic

classes, since the characteristic classes of the trivial bundle are trivial. Therefore,

the Chern classes and numbers of a stably almost-complex manifold are weIl defined.

These Chern numbers are complete invariants for complex bordism theory.

THEOREM 4.12 (Milnor [24], Novikov [28]). Two stably, almost complex manifolds

are complex-bordant if and only if aU of their corresponding Chern numbers coincide.

EXAMPLE 4.13. Let X be a smooth, projective, complex, algebraic surface, and

let X be the blow-up of X at a point P. We claim that X - X and œ 1 x <cpl - <cp2

are complex-bordant. We compute their Chern numbers, referring to Example 3.31
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and the tables on page 66.

ci[ClPl
X œ l

- ClP2] = ci[ClPl
X ClPI

] - ci[ClP2
]

=8-9=-1

= ci[X] - ci [X] = ci[x - X]

C2[ClPl
X ClPl

- ClP2] = 4 - 3 = 1

=C2[X -X]
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As their Chern numbers coincide, they are complex-cobordant.

We have remarked before that every almost-complex manifold is oriented. There

fore, there is a natural 'forgetful' homomorphism i.p: 0; -+ O~. This follows from the

fact that an orientation of a vector bundle stably equivalent to the tangent bundle

T of X induces an orientation of the n-dimensional manifold X. For let ç = T E9 é~,

and el, ... , ek be the standard basis of JRk. Let x E X. We say that an ordered basis

(VI, ... , Vn ) is a positively oriented basis for Fibx T if and only if (VI, ... , Vn , el, ... , ek)

is a positively oriented basis if Fibx ç rv (Fibx T) E9 W. One can easily verify that

this is well defined. Thus, a complex structure on the stable tangent bundle of X

induces an orientation of X. One can check directly that the complex structures [w]

and [w E9 Ec) induce opposite orientations on the underlying manifold. It is known,

see [38, Chapter IX), that cp is onto, modulo torsion.

3. Bordism theories as homology theories

Our construction of the bordism groups may be generalized. We describe this

generalization for oriented bordism, since it will be important for us later. Fix an

oriented manifold, X. We shaH consider pairs (M,1), where M is a manifold and

f: M --+ X is an orientation preserving (see footnote, page 73), smooth map. Declare

two such pairs (Nh, fI) and (M2 , 12) equivalent if there exists a pair (N, g) such that

~ aN is diffeomorphic to Ml + (-M2 ),
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Let MSOn(.X) be the set of equivalence classes of such pairs (kI, j), where 1\If has

dimension n. Let * be a one point space. One observes immediately that MSOn(*) is

just the n-th oriented bordism ring, n~. It is clear that the disjoint union operation

endows the set MSOn(X) with an abelian group structure. Let

MSO*(X) = E9 MSOn(X).
n>O

The cartesian product does not induce a ring structure in a natural way on MSO*(X).

However, MSO*(X) does have the structure of a MSO*(*)-module. For oriented

manifolds X and Y, there is an obvious pairing

defined by the correspondence ((1111, fI), (M2 , 12)) I---t (Ml x 1\12, fI X 12). Vve obtain

our module structure by taking Y = {*}, and noticing that X x {*} can be naturally

identified with X.

The correspondence X I---t MSOn(X) is covariantly functorial. If (): X -+ Y is an

orientation preserving diffeomorphism, then there is an induced map ()*: MSOn(X) -+

MSOn(Y) defined by fJ*(1\IJ, j) = (M, () 0 j). In fact, one can show that the correspon

dence X I---t MSOn(X) defines a generalized homology theory in the sense of [10). We

verify invariance under homotopy; for other details, see [2].

LEMMA 4.14. Two homotopie maps from X to Y induee the same homomarphism

from MSOn(X) ta MSOn(Y).

PROOF. Let H : X x [0,1] -+ Y be a smooth map, and let Ht(x) = H(x, t), for

t E [0,1]. We must show that Ho* = H h . By definition,
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Let 9 = F 0 (J x id), and consider the pair (kI x [0,1], g). Then we have

o(kI x 1) = Jtvl x {1} + (-Jtv1) x {O} ('-.) M + (-JH),

gjMX{O} = Ho 0 j,

gIMx{l} = Hl 0 f.
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Therefore, (M, Ho 0 f) and (M, Hl 0 f) represent the same element of MSOn(X). 0

One may make analogous definitions for complex bordism. One defines functors

X H MUn(X) and X H MU*(X) such that MU*(*) = n~, and that these functors

actually define a generalized homology theory. Considering the intimate relationship

between the oriented and complex bordism rings, it is not surprising that the ho

mology theories MSO* and MU* are related. It is known that the forgetful natural

transformation from MU* to MSO* induces an isomorphism

For details, see [18).

4. Cobordism

4.1. Spectra. Before we indicate how one may construct cobordism theory, the

generalized cohomology theory dual to the bordism theory introduced above, we

introduce sorne terminology. Let X be a pointed topological space with base point

Xo, and let 1 denote the unit interva1. We denote by L:X the quotient space of X x 1

obtained by identifying the subset (X x {O}) U({xo} xI) U (X x {1}) to a point. We

caU the space L:X the reduced suspension of X.

REMARK 4.15. The suspension operator :E is a natural object to consider. Let

nx denote the set of loops based at Xo with the compact-open topology, the so-called

loop space. One may show that :E and n are actually adjoint functors in the sense

that [L:X, Y) IV [X, ny).
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We define a spectrum E ta be a sequence of pointed spaces E(n), n :::: 0, together

with pointed maps an: ~E(n) -----+ E(n + 1). Let E = (E(n), an) be a spectrum and

let X be any space. Then for any i and j, there is a natural map from [EiX, E(j)]

to [~'i+1X, E(j + 1)], which one constructs as foHows. Let f: ~iX -----+ E(j), and let

f*: ~i+1X -----+ ~E(j) be the map induced by the functoriality of E. Let f t---+ aj 0 f*.

According to a theorem of G. VV. Whitehead, given a spectrum E = (E(n), an),

one may construct from it a generalized cohomology theory X t---+ En(x),

(4.1) En(X) = li!!f[~kX, E(n + k)),
k

where the transition maps are as above.

4.2. Oriented and complex cobordism. Earlier, we mentioned the Thom

spaces T(r;) , where ,; is the universal oriented n-plane bundle over the oriented

Grassmann manifold GO(n, JROO) = BSO(n), and the crucial raIe they play in the de

termination of the structure of the bordism groups. Defering to topological tradition,

we shaH begin using the notation MSO(n) for the space T(r;). One may define the

Thom space MSO(n) as the quotient E(r;)/A, where E(r;) is the total space of the

bundle ,; and A.is the collection of aH vectors in E(r;) of length greater than or

equal to 1. Thus, MSO(n) comes equipped with a natural choice of base point, the

image of A. By the universal praperty of ';+1' the Whitney sum ,; EB El admits a

bundle map into ';+1' where El denotes the trivial line bundle over BSO(n). This

map, in turn, induces a pointed map an: EMSO(n) -----+ MSO(n+ 1). Thus, the Thom

spaces MSO(n), together with the transition maps an, form a spectrum which we

caU the Thom spectrum and denote by MSO. We define the n-th oriented cobordism

group of X by

MSOn(X) = li!!f[EkX, MSO(n + k)),
k

and by \iVhitehead's theorem, the correspondence X t---+ MSOn(X) defines a general-

ized cohomology theory which we calI oriented cobordism.
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Vve construct complex cobordism via its spectrum. One defines spaces MU(n) as

we defined MSO(n) above, but with complex Grassmannians and the corresponding

complex bundles in place of their oriented counterparts. EssentiaHy due to the fact

that dimJR ce = 2, the universal property of the canonical bundle over G(n, COQ) =

BU(n) induces a natural map from 1:2MU(n) to MU(n + 1) (not from I:MU(n) to

I:MU (n + 1)). Thus, we define a spectrum MU whose constituent spaces are

0, 0, MU(l), MU(l), MU(2), MU(2), MU(3), MU(3), ....

From Whitehead's theorem, we obtain the generalized cohomology theory of complex

cobordism, MU* defined by formula A.1. For a nice geometric description of complex

cobordism theory, see [33, §1].

4.3. Quillen's theorem. One can show that complex cobordism is in fact a

canonically complex-oriented cohomology theory; see [1, Part II, §2]. Therefore, we

can attach to complex cobordism theory a formaI group law F MU defined over the

ring MU*(*) = n;. By a remarkable theorem of Quillen [32], this formaI group law

is actually universal. We state this important result as a theorem.

THEOREM 4.16. Let FMU be the formaI group law of complex cobordism, defined

over the complex bordism ring 0;. Then FMU is a universal, one-dimensional formaI

group law.

Note that this result is consistent with Milnor's determination of the structure of

the complex bordism ring 0;; see Theorem 4.11. We can also give a very pleasing

formula for the logarithm of F MU .

THEüREM 4.17 (Mischenko, Appendix 1 ln [28]). The Iogarithm of the formaI

group law of complex cobordism is given by

[CJpm]
logFMu(x) = L x n+1 .

n+1
n>O

Not only is the formaI group law universal, but complex cobordism theory is

actually a universal object in the category of complex oriented cobordism theories.
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It is known that if h* is another complex oriented cobordism theory, then there is a

natural transformation from MU* to h* sending the complex orientation of MU* to

that of h*; for details, see [33].



CHAPTER 5

EIHptic genera and el1iptic cohomology theories

We have seen in Chapter 4, §1.2 that complex-oriented cohomology theories have

associated formaI group Iaws. It is naturai to ponder the converse of this observation:

Do aU formal group laws arise from complex-oriented cohomology

theories?

Since the universal formaI group law is the formaI group law of complex cobordism

theory, this seems to be a reasonable thing to ask.

Although this question is still very much open, sorne special cases are known. The

additive and multiplicative group laws arise from ordinary cohomology and K-theory,

respectively. We shaH show that Euler's formaI group law,

(5.1) P( ) = xViif0 + yylR(X)
x, y 1 2 2 '

-EX Y

defined over the ring Z[1/2, <5, E], arises from a complex oriented cohomology theory,

a so-called "elliptic cohomology theory". The proof of this fact uses in an essentiai

way the theory of elliptic curves.

1. Genera

Let G be a formaI group Iaw, defined over a ring A of characteristic zero. Since the

formaI group law, FMU, of complex cobordism is universal, one lS tempted to attempt

the construction of a cohomolgy theory yielding G by somehow "specializing" complex

cobordism theory. One could proceed as follows.

Let n? denote the complex cobordism ring, which we recall is isomorphic to the

Lazard ring. By universality, there exists a unique ring homomorphism cp: n;r -+ A

89
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such that t.p*FMU = G. The map cp induces a S1~-module structure on A in the

standard way. Define a ring valued functor on topological spaces by the rule

(5.2) X f-+ MU*(X) @ A.
\l?

One proves the following Iemma by tracing through the construction of the formaI

group law of a complex-oriented cohomology theory.

LEMMA 5.1. Suppose (5.2) defines a generalized cohomology them·y. Then its

formal group law is G.

PROOF. Let h* denote the generalized cohomology theOl-Y given by (5.2). Note

that

Also, we have

h*(ClPOO
) = h*(~Op'n) = ~h*(ClPn)

= lim(S1~(*)[x]/(xn+l)) @ A
+- \l)!

t"V lim(n~(*) @ A)[x]/(xn+l)
F \lU.

t"V A[x],

from which fol1ows,

Let m: ClPoo x ClPoo -+ ClP'oo be the multiplication map of Chapter 3, §3. Arguing

as in Chapter 4, §1.2, m induces a comultiplication map,
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which can be described as follows. Let F MU (Xl, X2) I:i,j aijxtx~ be the formaI

group law of complex cobordism. Then the map ft is given by

ft(X) = ~)aij 0 l)x~x~ = 2:(10 <p(aij))xix~.
i,j i,j

Note that ft(x) is the formaI group law of h*. Vnder the natural isomorphism of

O~ 0 A with A, the formaI group law I:i .(10 <p(aij))xix~ is identified with G. 0
nU J

*

One would certainly like to know when (5.2) defines a generalized cohomology

theory. We shaH discuss this issue in the next section. First, though, we introduce

sorne useful terminology. Let A be a Q-algebra, and let B be a ring.

DEFINITION 5.2. An oriented genus with values in A is a Q-algebra homomor

phism from 0°0Q into A. A complex genus with values in B is a ring homomorphism

from the complex bordism ring O~ into B.

REMARK 5.3. In the literature, an oriented genus is usually referred to simply as

a genus.

Let FMU and F MSO be the formaI group laws of the complex and oriented cobor

dism theories, respectively, constructed as in Chapter 4, §1.2. By Quillen's Theo

rem 4.16, the formaI group law F MU is universal. As aH formaI group laws over B can

be obtained from F MU via base change, complex genera with values in B are in one-to

one correspondence with formaI group laws defined over B. If <p: O~ -t 0: 0 Q is the

forgetful homomorphism, then one has F MSO = <p*F
MU

. Therefore, by Theorems 4.17

and 4.6, the logarithm of FMSO is given by

[cp2n]
log (x) = '\;"" x2n+ l .

pMSO L..t 2n + 1
n2':O

Since every formaI group law over a Q-algebra admits a logarithm, and 0: 0 Q is free

on the [iCp2n] by Theorem 4.6, it follows that oriented genera with values in A are in

one-to-one correspondence with formaI group laws over A whose logarithms are odd

power series of the form x + ....
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We define the logarithm of an oriented or complex genus <p with values in a ring

A of characteristic 0 to be the power series

log (x) = "Ç"" <p([œ
n

)) xn+1 E (A ® Q)[x].
<p L.J n+1

n>O

If F<p is the formaI group law corresponding to <p, then by Theorems 4.16 and 4.17,

the logarithms of <p and F<p coincide.

DEFINITION 5.4. An oriented or complex genus <p with values a Z[lj2)-algebra A

is said to be elliptic if its logarithm is given by an elliptic integral of the form

(5.3) 6, E E A.

Its formaI group law F<p is given by Euler's formula (5.1), and is defined over

Z[1/2, 6, E). Let 'ljJ0 (respectively, 'ljJU) be the elliptic oriented (respectively, complex)

genus with values in the ring free polynomial ring Q[6, E] whose logarithm is given by

(5.3). We call 'ljJ0 (respectively, 'ljJU) the universal elliptic oriented (respectively, com

plex) genus. This terminology is justified sinee every elliptic oriented (respectively,

complex) genus can be obtained from 'ljJ0 (respectively, 'ljJU) by specializing 6 and E.

REMARK 5.5. Let X be a stably, almost-complex manifold. We know that in

this case, X has a preferred orientation and thus may also be viewed as an oriented

manifold. In such a situation, one has 'ljJ0([X]) = 'ljJU ([X]).

Let 'IjJ denote either 'ljJ0 or 'ljJu. Using the binomial expansion, we may write log7jJ

in the form

l () _"Ç""Pn(6,E) 2n+l
og'lj! X - L.J 2n + 1 x ,

n2:0

where the polynomials Pn (6, E) lie in Z[lj2, 6, E). These polynomials are related to

the classical Legendre polynomials Pn (6) defined by the generating series
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One can vcrify that Pn (5, 1) = Pn(5) and Pn(b,E) = Pn (5/-JE)En /
2

. For example,

1 2
P2(o, E) = 2(35 - E).

We can actually be more precise about the images 'l/J0 and 'l/Ju.

LEMMA 5.6.

93

(i) The universal elliptic complex genus 'l/Ju maps O~ into the subring Z[1/2, 6, E] of

Q[5,E].

(ii) The image of the composite O? --+ O? 0 Q~ Q[o, E] is contained in the subring

Z[1/2,5, E] of Q[o, E].

PROOF. (i) Since o~ is generated as a ring by the coefficients of FMu, the image

of 'l/Ju is contained in the subring of Q[6, E] generated by the coefficients of Euler's

formaI group Iaw, 'I/J~F MU
. We noticed earlier, however, that Euler's formaI group

law is defined over Z[1/2, 6, C).

(ii) By (i), the image of the composite

is contained in Z[1/2, 6, E], where O~ --+ st? is the forgetful homomorphism. We

remarked on page 79 that this forgetfui homomorphism is onto, modulo torsion. Since

Q[6, E] has no torsion, the images of st? and st~ in Q[o, E] are equal. 0

For geometric characterizations of elliptic genera, see [29] or [16, Chapter 4].

Let us compute the images under 'l/J0 and 'l/Ju of various manifolds.

EXAMPLE 5.7. Let 'I/J denote either 'l/J0 or 'l/Ju We have two expressions for the

logarithm of 'I/J:

Comparing coefficients, we see that
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In particular, ~([CPI]) = 0 and ~([œZ]) - 5.

EXAMPLE 5.8. Let us compute the image of lHIlPz under '11;0. Example 4.9, we

showed that 3(CPZx CPZ) -2œ4 and lHIlPz have the same image in Q?I2>Q. Therefore,

7jP([lHIlPZ]) = 3~O([CPZ x CPZ]) - 2~O([CP4])

= 3PI (5,é) - 2Pz(0,é)

Z 1 Z= 30 - 2 . - (30 - é)
2

=é.

EXAMPLE 5.9. Let X be a smooth, projective, complex, algebraic surface, and let

X be the blow-up of X at a point P. We compute the difference between ~u ([X])

and ~U([X]). In Example 4.13, we showed that ..Y- X and Cpl x Cpl - Cpz are

complex-bordant. Therefore,

or alternatively, 1jP([X]) = ~u ([X]) - o.

2. Landweber's exact functor theorem

Let A be a ring and let cp: Q~ -+ A be a complex genus with values in A. We

wish to specialize complex cobordism via cp in order to obtain a new generalized

cohomology theory given by the rule

X M MU*(X) 12> A.
nu.

A condition under which this construction works was formulated by Landweber

in [18]. Before we formulate this condition we introduce a piece of terminology.

A sequence al, az, ... of elements of a ring A is called regular if multiplication by

al is injective on A, and multiplication by an is injective on A/(al, ... ,an-l), for

n 2': 2. Suppose al,···, an-l is a regular sequence, and an is a unit in A/(al, ... , an-l)'
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Then al,· .. , an-l, an, an+l,··· i8 regular for any choice of elements an+l, an+2" ., as

A/(al'" . ,an) = O.

Let F the formaI group law over A specified by the genus!.p. For each prime

p, we consider the formaI multiplication-by-p endomorphism of F. Let 'Un be the

coefficient of xpn in [P]F.

(5.4)

THEOREM 5.10 (Landweber [18]). Suppose that for each prime p, the sequence

p, Ul, U2,'" is regular in A. Then the functor X H MU*(X) Q9nll A defines a gener

alized homology theory.

For our purposes, we require a version of this theorem for cohomology.

COROLLARY 5.11. For finite CW-complexes, the associated cohomology is given

by

X H MU*(X) Q9 A.
nU

*

For details on the derivation of this corollary from Theorem 5.10, see the paragraph

following the statement of Theorem 2 in [11]. Since the complex projective spaces

Clpm are finite CW-complexes, it follows from the above corollary that the cohomology

theories arising from genera satisfying Landweber's condition are complex-oriented.

3. Elliptic cohomology theories

Let R = 2[1/2,6, E], and let '!jJu: n~ ~ R be the universal elliptic genus. The

corresponding formaI group law F is given by Euler's formula (5.1). We claim that

if we invert .6. = E(J2 - El, Landweber's conditions will be satisfied. We must verify

that for each prime p, the sequence p, Ul, U2,'" (as in (5.4)) is regular in R[.6.-1]. The

verification relies heavily on the theory of elliptic curves.

Since 2 is invertible in R[.6. -1], the case p = 2 is trivial. Therefore, suppose p i=- 2.

It is clear that multiplication by p is injective on R[.6. -1]. To show that multiplication
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by '1.11 is injective on R[.6.- 1] rv JFp [6,E,.6.- 1], it suffices ta show that '1.11 is nonzero,

modulo p. Find 60, fa E ïFp such that the elliptic curve

defined over ïFp is ordinary (i.e., not supersingular). Why do sueh parameters ex

ist? There is a one-to-one correspondence between isomorphism dasses of elliptie

curves defined over ïFp and elements of 1Fp given by associating to an elliptie eurve its

j-invariant (see [37, Chapter III, Proposition l.4(b) (c)]). The set of j-invariants cor

responding to supersingular elliptic curves over ïFp is finite (see [37, Theorem 4.1(b),

Proof of (c)]). But the j-invariant of an elliptic curve of the form y2 = 1- 26x2 + fX
4

is a rational function of 6 and f (see (5.7) on page 96). Therefore, there are infinitely

many j-invariants corresponding to curves of that form, and the desired parameters

60 and éo can be found.

Let Fo be the formaI group law of the curve Eo obtained by choosing x as a

uniformizer at 0 = (0,1). By the discussion following Theorem 2.8, Fo is given by

Eulcr's formula,

The map e: Z[1/2, b, é] -t JFp [bo, éo] specializes F to Fo. Let VI be the coefficient

of xP in the multiplication-by-p endomorphism of Fo. Since the elliptic curve Eo is

ordinary, it follows that VI =1 O. As B*F = Fo, we have B( '1.11) = VI =1 O. Therefore, '1.11

is nonzero, modulo p.

We now daim that '1.12 is a unit in RI := R[.6.- 1]/(P,'Ul). If we can verify this

daim, we are done, for aH subsequent quotients will be trivial. Suppose '1.12 is not a

unit in RI' Then we may find a maximal ideal m ç RI with '1.12 E m. Let 5 and E be

the images of band f, respectively, in the field RI/m, and consider the eurve
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Sinee 6. is invertible RI, it follows that 6. is nonzero, modulo m. Therefore,

E i8 an elliptic eurve. Letting 'lUn be the coefficient of xpn in the muitiplication-by-p

endornorphism of the formaI group Iaw of E. If follows immediately that 'lUI = 'lU2 = 0,

implying that the height of the formaI group law of E is greater than twü. But this

contradicts the fact that the height of the formaI group law of an elliptic curve is 1

or 2 (cf. Chapter 2, §4). Therefore, U2 i8 a unit in RI' We have proved the following

theorem:

THEOREM 5.12. Let ,t/Ju: st;; -7 Z[1/2, 6, E] be the universal elliptic genus. Then

the functor

defines a genemlized homology theory. The formal group Law associated to its (complex

oriented) cohomology theory is given by EulerJs formula,

F( ) = xVR[0 + y..fR(X)
x,y 1 2 2 '

-EX Y
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REMARKS 5.13.

(i) One can show that for p odd, we have

Ul P(P-l)/2(6, c) (mod p),

where Pn (6,c) is as in §l. That Ul is nonzero modulo p foUows from the fact

that PrJl, 1) = 1 for aU n. For details, see [21, §2].

(ii) That U2 is a unit in R[.6,-1] foUows from the congruence

U2 (~l) .6,(p
2
-1)/4 (mod P,Ul).

This is proved in [21, §3]. Landweber attributes this result to RH. Gross.

(iii) It is proved in [11] that Landweber's condition is still satisfied if instead of

inverting .6" one inverts another element p E Z[I/2, 6, c] of positive degree.

This approach yields cohomology theories whose values on a one point space

is Z[1/2, 6, c, p-l]. These cohomology theories are known as elliptic cohomology

theories.

(iv) One can construct an elliptic cohomology theory with coefficient ring Z[1/2, 6, c]

using a construction of "bordism with singularities". For more details on this

approach, see [19, §3.5].

4. Elliptic genera and modular forms

In this section, we show that one may view the universal elliptic genus as taking

its values in a ring on modular forms. vVe begin by setting ideas, notation, and

terminology relating to modular forms. For more details, consult [35, Chapter VII],

[16, Appendix 1], or [8, Chapter 1].

Let J( denote the Poincaré upper half-plane. The group 8L(2, Z) will be referred

to as the modular group. Let r o(2) denote the subgroup of 8L(2, Z) consisting of aU

2 x 2 matrices which are upper-triangular, modulo 2. The subgroup r o(2) of 8L(2, Z)
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is non-normal of index 3. The subgroups of the modular group act on J-C by fractional

linear transformations. View J-C as a subset of Cpl = Cu {oo}. Then subgroups of

the modular group also act on the extended upper half-plane :J{* = J-C U Qfl by

fractional-linear transformations.

Let f be a subgroup of the modular group. An open subset Fr of J-C is caHed a

fundamental domain for f if Fr contains a representative of each orbit of f, and Fr

contains at most one representative of each orbit. Fundamental domains of 8L(2, Z)

and f o(2) are given by

(5.5)

(5.6)

1 1
FSL(2,z) = {z E J-C 1-2 < ~z < 2' Izi > 1 },

1 1
Fr = {z E J-C 1-2 < ~z < 2' Iz - 11 > 1, Iz + 11 > 1}.

For proofs, see [8, Proposition 1.2.2] and [16, p. 79].

The cusps of f are defined to be the orbits of f in Qf1. The points where a

fundamental domain of Fr meets the boundary of J-C in CJP1 constitutes a set of

representatives for the cusps of f. Abusing terminology, these points will also be

referred to as the cusps of f. From (5.5) and (5.6), it is evident that 8L(2, Z) has a

single cusp at 00, while f o(2) has eusps at 0 and 00.

Let f denote either 8L(2, Z) or f o(2). We say that a function f: J-C -+ C is a

modular function of weight k for f if

(i) f is meromorphie on J-C,

(ii) for aH (~ ~) E f and aH T E J-C, we have

(iii) f is meromorphie at the eusps of f.

8ince (Ô i) E f, we have f (T +1) = f (T) for aU modular functions f for Therefore,

any sueh f can be expanded in a Fourier series of the form L anqn, where q = e27fiT
.
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That f must be meromorphic at 00 says that this Fourier series actually has the form

for sorne no E Il.

A funetion f: J-C ---+ <C is said to be a modular form of weight k for r if f is a

modular function of weight k for r, and f is holomorphie at the cusps of r. 8uch

a function f has a Fourier expansion of the form f (T) = Ln2:o anqn. We let Mk(r)

denote the complex vector space of modular forms of weight k, and let M* (r) :=

E9k Mk(r) be be the corresponding graded ring.

We proceed by giving sorne examples of modular forms. Let A be a lattice in ce.
The Eisenstein series of weight 2k is the series

For TE J-C, we let AT = 1l+IlT, and set G2k (T) = G2k (AT ). One can show that G2k (T)

18 a modular form of weight 2k for 8L(2, Il). Hs Fourier expansion is given by

where ( is the Riemann zeta function and q = e27riT (see [37, Appendix C, Proposi

tion 12.4]). One can show that G4 and G6 are algebraically independent generators

of the ring M*(8L(2, Il)), that is, M*(8L(2, Il)) - <C[G4 , G6]. For proofs of the above

assertions, refer to [35, Chapter VII].

One may construct other popular modular functions from these Eisenstein series.

Define

i\ _ _ 1_(G3 _ G2 ) . G3j i\
u - 1728 4 6' J = 4 u.

The function ~ is a modular form of weight 12 for 8L(2, Il), while j is a modular

function of weight 0 for 8L(2, Il) (j has a simple pole at (0). Their Fourier expansions
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have the form

6.(7) = q - 24q2 + 252q3 - 1427q4 + 4830q5 + ... ,

j(7) = ~ + 744 + 196884q + 21493760q2 + 864299970q3 + ....q ..

101

The j-function gives a complex embedding of 8L(2, Z) \:H into <cpl which extends to

an isomorphism of extended quotient 8L(2, Z)\:H* with œ1 . For details, see [37,

Chapter VII, Proposition 5 and remarks following].

Elliptic curves and modular forms are intimately connected. 'vVe first consider

elliptic curves given in the standard cubic form y2 = 4x3 - 92X - 93' Recall from

Chapter 2, §3.2 that the Weierstrass p-function r(Z,7) of the lattice AT = Z + Z7

parameterizes the elliptic curve

where 92(7) = 60G4(7) and 93(7) = 60G6(7). Thus, the coefficients 92 and 93 are

modular forms of weight 4 and 6, respectively, for 8L(2, Z).

8imilarly, the function O"(z, 7), introduced in Chapter 2, §3.3, parameterizes the

elliptic curve

It can be shown (see [45]) that 6(7) and é(7) are modu'lar forms of weight 2 and 4,

respectively, for the group f o(2), and that

Using these identities, one deduces that

(5.7)
. 9~ 1 (62- 3é)3

J = 6036. = 33 . 603 é(62 - é) .

The modular forms 6 and é are algebraieally independent generators of the polynomial

ring M*(fo(2)), that is, M*(fo(2)) = <C[6,é]. The Fouier expansions of 6 and E are
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given by

(5.8)

(5.9)
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o(T) = -1- 3L (L d) qn ,
n:;:O dln

d odd

c(T) = L ( L d3)qn,
n:;:1 djn

nid odd

where q = e21fiT
. These issues are treated in detai! in [16, Appendix I) and in [45).

One can use the modular forms 0 and c to construct a complex embedding of the

Riemann surface f o(2)\JC*. We daim that the map B: f o(2)\JC* -+ <cp1 given by

B(T) = (0(T)2 : c(T)) is an embedding. To see this, define T œ1 -+ <cp1 by the rule

and consider the diagram

f 0(2) \JC*

TMT1
SL(2, Z)\JC*

e <cp1----+

l~
----+ <cp1.

j

By (5.7), this diagram commutes. Since f o(2) has index 3 in SL(2, Z), the map

B: f o(2)\JC* -+ SL(2, Z)\JC is a triple covering. The map r is also a triple covering,

as it is described by polynomials of degree 3. As we mentioned before, j is an

isomorphism. Therefore, the composite roB is a triple covering. It follows that

e is one-to-one, and being a morphism of compact Riemann surfaces, must be an

isomorphism.

From Lemma 5.6, we know that 1j;u and 1j;0 map D~ and D;?, respectively, into

Z[1/2, 0, cl. Since these elliptic genera are in fact graded homomorphisms, 1j;u (re

spectively, 1j;0) assigns to each stably almost-complex manifold (respectively, oriented

manifold) of real dimension 2n a modular form of weight n in Z[1/2, 0, cl. These mod

ular forms can be described as follows.

THEOREM 5.14.
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(i) The ring Z[1/2, 5, c] consists of al! modular forms for f o(2) whose Fourier coef

ficients lie in the ring Z[1/2].

(il) The localization Z[1/2, 5, c][6.-1] can be identified with the ring of mod-ular' func

tians for f o(2) which are holomorphie on Je

PROOF. (i) View Z[1/2, 5, c] as a subring of M*(fo(2)). For any ring R with

Z ç R ç Q, let M~(fo(2)) denote the set of modular forms for f o(2) whose Fourier

coefficients lie in R. The proof of (i) will follow from the following claim.

For any ring R with Z ç R ç Q, we have

M~(fo(2)) = R[85, cl.

The inclusion "2" follows from the above (5.8) and (5.9). Conversely, suppose

f E M~k(fo(2)). Let Cn E R denote its n-th Fourier coefficient. Since 5 and c generate

M*(fo(2)), we may write

f = L ae(-85)k-2ec.e,
f~k/2

where ae E ce. It follows again from (5.8) and (5.9) that

ae (_85)2k-.ecR= a.el + L aRb~.e) qn,
n>R

where b~) E Z. Collecting terms, we obtain

L aR( _80)k-2RcR= L (L a.eb~R) + an )qn .
.e~k/2 n2:0 R<n

Comparing terms, see that

- '" bC.e)an - Cn - L....t aR n .

R<n

In particular, ao = Co. Suppose, for the purposes of induction, that ah' .. ,an are in

R. Then since Cn+l is also in Rand each b~.ell is an integer, it follows from the above

identity that an+l E R. Therefore, by induction, the proof of (i) is complete.
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(ii) Reeall that .6. = E((J2 - E)2. From the fact that 0 and E are holomorphie on

:J{ U {oo} and nonvanishing on ~, it follows that .6. is a modular funetion for f o(2)

which is holomorphie on~. Conversely, we note that .6. has a zero at 00, as E does.

Therefore, if f isa modular funetion for f o(2) whieh is holomorphie on ~, then f.6. N

is a modular form for sufficiently large N. If, in addition, the Fourier coefficients of

f lie in Z [1 /2), it follows from (i) and the faet that the Fourier coefficients of .6. lie

in 2[1/2] that f.6. N E 2[1/2,0, E]. Thus, f E 2[1/2,0, E][.6.-1], and (ii) is proved. 0

Thus, the universal elliptic genus assigns a modular form to eaeh manifold! Two

cobordant manifolds are assigned the same modular form. Also, the rings of coeffi

cients of the elliptie cohomology theories can be viewed as rings of modular forms.

5. Conclusion

In this text, we have barely seratched the surface of the theories of elliptic eoho

mology and elliptic genera; much researeh has been done on these topies and many

tantilizing questions remain.

There is a body of work by A. Baker [3, 4] establishing precisely the re1ation

ship between operations in emptic eohomology and isogenies of supersingular emptic

curves. In partieular, Baker proves in [3] the "supersingular congruence"

(Ep+l)p-l - ( ~1 ) .6.(p2-1)/12 (mod p, Ep-d

between the Eisenstein functions Ep+l and E p- b and the modular form.6.. This con

gruence is intimately related to the congruence of Gross mentioned in Remark 5.13(ii).

Much researeh is also being done in the field of elliptie genera. In [16), Hirzebruch

develops generalized elliptic genera whieh take values in rings of modular forms of

higher level. We observed earlier that the universal emptie genus assigns to eaeh

manifold a modular form. There are many papers devoted to investigating this eor

respondenee in various specifie cases. A striking result of [9] computes the elliptie

genus on a symmetric power of a manifold X in terms of its value on X itself. Emptie
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genera of Calabi-Yau manifolds have also been computed, and relations with mirror

symmetry have been noted. In [7], it is shown that the elliptic gellUs of a Calabi-Yau

manifold is a Jacobi form and that the elliptic genera of Calabi-Yau hypersurfaces in

toric varieties .and their mirrors coincide up to sign.

Properties of families of modular forms attached to families of manifolds have

also been studied. In [5], Borisov and Gunnels investigate a subring of the ring of

modular forms for rI (f) which is naturally associated to the family of toric varieties.

They show that this family of "torie modular forms" has many nice properties - it is

a finitely generated ring over <C, and it is stable under the Hecke operators and the

Fricke involution. In [6], they characterize the space of weight two torie forms as a

vedor space generated by cuspeigenforms whose L-fuIlctions satisfy a nonvanishing

condition.

Elliptie genera are also of interest to mathematical physicists. In [43, 44], E.

Witten diseusses how one may view the elliptie genus as the index of a certain Dirac

like operator on loop space. He also presents connections between elliptic genera and

quantum field theory.

Perhaps the most fundamental outstanding issue in the theory of elliptic eoho

mology at present is the lack of an intrinsic, geometrie description of this cohomology

theory in general. There are specifie instances of elliptic cohomology, though, in

which one does have a geometric description to work with. Moonshine phenomena

allow one to describe geometrically the elliptie cohomology groups of the classifying

spaces of finite groups; see [40]. Tt is perceived that it is the laek of an intrinsie

description of elliptic cohomology that is currently limiting its application. In words

of Thomas [40, p. v], "With more geometrie input, elliptic cohomology may resolve

sorne of the open questions whieh seem just beyond the reach of K-theory".



APPENDIX A

N -dimensional formaI group laws

1. Definition and examples

DEFINITION A.1. An N-dimensional, commutative formaI group Iaw with coeffi

cients from R (or more briefly, a formaI group Iaw over R) is an N-tuple of power

series

in R[XI' ... , XN, YI, ... , YN] satisfying:

(i) For i = 1, ... ,N, we have the identity

Fi(XI'" ., XN, FI(YI,"" YN, ZI," ., ZN),"" FN(YI,"" YN, ZI,"" ZN))

=Fi(FI(XI,"" XN, YI,···, YN),"" FN(XI,"" XN, YI,"" YN), ZI,' .. , ZN)

in the power series ring R[XI'" ., XN, YI,"" YN, ZI,.··, ZN].

(ii) For i = 1, ... , N, we have

(iii) For i = 1, ... , N, we have Fi(xl, .. . , XN, 0, ... ,0) = Xi and Fi(O, .. . ,0, YI,"" YN) =

Yi·

(iv) There exists an N-tuple of power series il(XI, ... ,XN), ... ,iN(Xl, ... XN) such

that for each i = 1, ... ,N,

106
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REMARK A.2. By using the formaI implicit function theorem, one may actuaUy

deduce (iv) from (i)-(iii). Thus, any N-tuple of power series satisfying (i)-(iii) is a

formaI group law.

The above notation is quite cumbersome; we introduce the foIlowing shorthand.

We will often write x (respectiveIy, y) for the list Xl, ... ,XN (respectively, YI, ... ,YN).

Also, we may write F for the list FI, ... , Fn . With these conventions, conditions (i)

(iv) take on a more pleasing form.

(i) F(x, F(y, z)) = F(F(x, y), z),

(ii) F(x, y) = F(y, x),

(iii) F(x, 0) = x and F(O, y) = y,

(iv) There exists an N-tuple of power series t

F(x, t(x)) = F(t(y), y) - O.

The N-tuple t is known as the formaI inverse.

N üTATIüN A.3 (Multi-index notation). We introduce a convenient notational de

vice. An infinite sequence of nonnegative integers j = (jl,j2"") with only finitely

many nonzero terms will be called a multi-index. We let 0 = (0,0, ...). Partially

order the collection of aIl multi-indices by saying j ::; k if ji ::; ki for aIl i. We write

j < k if j ::; k but j #- k, that is, there is strict inequality in at least one component.

We let ei be the multi-index with 1 in the i-th component and zero in every other

component. We add multi-indices componentwise. If Xl," ., XN are indeterminates

and j is a multi-index, we let x j denote the monomial X{l X~2 ... :r!!! .

Using this notation, we see that a formaI group Iaw F must have the form

For completeness, we mention a few standard examples.
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EXAMPLE A.4. The N -dimensional formai additive group law IS glven by the

N-tuple of power series 9;; where

The formaI inverse is given by i(X) = -x.

EXAMPLE A.5. The N -dimensional formai multiplicative group law is given by N

power series

Its formaI inverse is given by i(X) = -x + x2 - x3+ ....

EXAMPLE A.6. Let K be a field and let AIK be an abelian variety of dimension

n with neutral element O. We obtain an n-dimensional formaI group law from A

by expanding the group law on A around O. We will only sketch the details of the

construction, as they are quite similar to the one-dimensional (elliptic curve) case.

Let Œ: A x A -+ A be the group law on A. Then Œ induces a map between the local

nngs,

By the Cohen structure theorem, (3A,o ~ K[x}, ... ,xnl Noting that

we may view Œ* as a map from K[XI"'" xn ] into K[XI01, ... , Xn 01, 10x}, ... ,10
xnl For i = 1, ... , n, let

Then F = (FI, ... ,Fn ) is an n-dimensional formaI group law defined over K.
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2. Logarithms

109

One can produce many formaI group laws using the following construction. Let

f = (il, ... ,fn) be an N-tuple of power series from R[Xl, ... , XN] with no constant

terms. Let Df = (afi/âxj) be the N x N Jacobian matrix of f, and suppose that

D f (0) is the identity matrix. Then by the formaI inverse function theorem, f is

invertible (with respect to composition), and the rule

(A.2) F(x, y) = f-l(.f(X) + f(y))

defines a formaI group law. The N-tuple f is called the logarithm of F, and is often

denoted logp" It will follow from our construction of an N-dimensional formaI group

law that each formaI group law F(x, y) defined over a ring R of characteristic zero

admits a logarithm defined over R \29 Q.

3. The N -dimensional comparison lemma

The relevant definitions and results about buds carry over, mutatis mutandis, to

the N -dimensional case.

Theorem 1.24 and the Lazard Comparison Lemma 1.25 were our mam tools

in the construction of a universal one-dimensional formaI group law over the ring

Z[U2, U3,' ".J. In order to generalize our arguments to N dimensions, we must first

appropriately generalize these results.

Let n and k be multi-indices (see Notation A.3). We define

v (n) = gcd{ (~) 1 0 < k < n }.
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Our first task is to define the family of polynomials which will play the role of the

(one-dimensional) polynomials Cn(x, y). We define the polynomial

It is clear that Cn satisfies Lazard's conditions (see Definition 1.23). is these

polynomials which will play the role of the Cn (in fact, they are a generalization of

the Cn). Note that Cn is a primitive polynomial in Z[x, y].

We wish to prove the following theorem characterizing N -dimensional Lazard

polynomials.

THEOREM A.7. Let B be an abelian group and H(x, y) E A[x, y] be a polynomial

satisfying Lazard's conditions. Then H(x, y) can be written as a B-linear combination

of polynomials Cn, Inl = deg H(x, y).

This theorem combined with Corollary 1.22 give the N-dimensional analogue of

the one-dimensional Lazard Comparison Lemma. We define an N-dimensionai n-bud

to be an N-tuple of power series F which satisfies the axioms of an N-dimensionai

formaI group law, mod degree n + 1.

THEOREM A.8 (N-dimensional Lazard Comparison Lemma). Let F and G be two "

N -dimensional n-buds defined over a ring R with F(x, y) G(x, y) (mod degree n).

Then for i = 1, ... ,N and multi-indices j with Ij1= n there exist elements a(i, j) E R

such that

Fi(x, y) =Gi(x, y) + L a(i,j)Cj(x, y) (mod degree n + 1).
UI=n

We will prove Theorem A.7 essentially by reduction to the I-dimensional case.
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Let B be an abelian group and H(x, y) E B[x, y] be a symmetric polynomial of

degree m with H(x, 0) = H(O, y) = O. Then H(x, y) may be written the form

H(x, y) = I:: I:: c(n, k)xkyn-k.
Inl=mO<k<n

One checks that H(x, y) satisfies Lazard's conditions if and only if c(n, k) = c(n, n-k)

for all n, k, and

(A.3) (
i + j) ( " D) (j + k) ( " k)j c n, 1 + J = ken, J + for i,j, k > 0 with i + j + k = n

(cf. Equation (1.5)). To prove Theorem A.7, we show that for each n with Inl = m,

we can find sorne bn E B with

I:: c(n, k)xkyn-k = bnCn(x, y).
O<k<n

The above relations, combined with the fact that we can work 'one n at a time', leads

us naturally to consider the following abject.

Fix a multi-index n with Inl = m, and let An be the abelian group generated

freely by the set { u(n, k) 1 0 < k < n} subject ta the relations u(n, k) = u(n, n - k)

and

(
i + j) ( " ") (j + k) ( D k) .c "" k 0 . h" " kj un,l+J = k un,J+ 10rl,J, > wIt I+J+ =n.

With notation as above, it is clear that there is a unique homomorphism 'I/J : An -t B

with 'l/Ju(n, k) = c(n, k) for all k with 0 < k < n, or equivalently,

'I/J* I:: u(n, k)xkyn-k = I:: c(n, k)xkyn-k.
O<k<n O<k<n

The following lemma describes the structure of An is sorne cases.

LEMMA A.9. Let n be a multi-index, and suppose n has more than one nonzero

component. Let i be the smallest index such that ni is nonzero. Then An is generated

by the single element u(n, niei)'
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PROOF. vVe show how to express each generator u(n, k) as an integer multiple of

the element u(n, niei)' We consider two cases.

Case 1. Let j = jei. Deline k = (ni - j)ei and 1= n - j - k. Then

( 1+1 k) = 1,u(n,j) = u(n, n - j) = u(n, 1+ k), u(n,j + k) = u(n, niei)'

Therefore,

. (1 + k) (j + k). (J + k)u(n,j) = 1 u(n, 1+ k) = k u(n,J + k) = k u(n, nieJ

Case 2. Suppose r is not of the form jei' We may without loss of generality

assume that 0 < ri :::; ni, for otherwise replace r with n - r and use the fact that

u(n, r) = u(n, n - r). Let j = riei, k = r - j, and 1= n - j - k. Then

( j +kk) = 1,u(n, r) = u(n,j + k), u(n, k + 1) = u(n,j) = u(n, riei)'

Therefore,

(
j + k). (1 + k) (1 + k)u(n, r) = k u(n,J + k) = 1 u(n, 1+ k) = 1 u(n, ried·

By Case 1, u(n, riei) is in the subgroup generated by u(n, niei), so we are done. 0

We are now in a position to complete the proof of TheoremA.7.

PROOF OF THEOREM A.7. Let

Gn(X, y) = L u(n, k)xkyn-k E Anlx, y].
O<k<n

It suffices to show that Gn(x, y) = bnCn(x, y) for some n E An. If n has only one

nonzero component, then this is just the one dimensional case. Thus assume n has

more that one nonzero component and i is the smallest index with ni nonzero.

Since Cn is a Lazard polynomial over Z and v(n) = 1, the map 1/J : An ~ Z

defined by the IUle

1/Ju(n, k) = (~)
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is a well defined homomorphism (this is the unique homomorphism satisfying 1/J*Gn =

Cn ). By the above lemma, we may find, for each k, some ak E Z with

Applying 1/J to this equation, we obtain

Substituting, we have

Gn(x, y) = u(n, niei) I":: (:)xkyn- k = u(n, niei)Cn(x, y).
O<k<n

o

4. Construction of a universaI, N -dimensional formaI group law

The logical structure of our construction of an N -dimensional formaI group law

is the same as that in the one-dimensional case. Due to the increased volume of

notation, we recapitulate much of the argument.

For pach i = l, ... ,N and each mnlti-index j of length N, we introduce an inde

terminate u(i,j). We introduce the shorthand

A = Z[u(i,j) 1i = 1, , N and UI 2: 2],

A(n) = Z[u(i,j) 1i = 1, , N and 2 ::; UI ::; n], n 2: 2.

We also let A (1) = Z.

LEMMA A.ID. One may inductively construct two sequences of N -tuples of power

. F(n)( ) , df(n)( )senes, Xl, ... ,XN,Yb"·,YN an, Xl"",XN,

F(n)(x, y) = (F{n) (x, y), ... ,F~n)(x, y))

f(n)(x) = uin)(x), ... , f};)(x)),

satisfying the following conditions for ail n 2: 1.

(i) Fi(n)(x,y) E A(n)[x,y], fi(n)(X) E (A(n)®Q)[x],
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(ii) F(n+l)(x,y) F(n)(x,y) and f<n+l)(x) _ f(n)(x) (mod degree n + 1);

(üi) f(n)(F(n)(x, y)) = f(n)(x) + f(n)(y) (mod degree n + 1),

(iv) If n 2: 2, then for each i = 1, ... ,N,

Fi(n)(x,y) - L u(i,j)Cj(x,y) E A(n-l)[X, y].

UI=n

PROOF. We proceed by induction on n. For n = 1, we define FP) (x, y) = Xi + Yi

and fP) (x) = Xi for i = 1, ... ,N. Defined in this way, F(l) and f(1) clearly satisfy

the required conditions.

Now suppose we have have constructed F(l), ... ,F(n) and f(l), ... ,f(n) satisfying

conditions (i)-(iv) of the lemma. We wish to construct F(n+l) and f(n+l).

Let <])(11,) be the formaI group law with logarithm 1(11,). By an argument analo

gous to that presented in the one-dimensional case, we may find an N-tuple H =

(Hl, ... ,Hn) of homogeneous polynomials of degree n + 1 in (A(n) 0 Q)[x, y], such

that

(A.4) <])(11,) (x, y) F(n)(x, y) + H(x, y) (mod degree n + 2)

Essentially by clearing denominators, we may find a positive integer k such that

kHi(x, y) E A(n) [x, y] for i = 1, ... , N, and each kHi satisfies Lazard's conditions,

modulo k. More precisely, H(x, y) = H(x, y) and 6(kH)_ 0 (mod k). Therefore, by

Theorem A.7, for i = 1, ... , N and each multi-index j with UI = n + 1, we may find

sorne a(i,j) E A(n) such that

kHi(x, y) - L a(i,j)Cj(x, y) (mod k).
UI=n+l

Thus, we may find polynomials H{(x, y), ... ,H~(x, y) E A(n) [x, yJ sueh that

(A.5)

for i = 1, ... , N.

kHi(x, y) = L a(i,j)Cj(x, y) + kHI(x, y),
Ijl=n+l
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vVe may now define, for i = 1, ... , N,

(A.6) F (n+l) ( ) - F(n)(, ) H'( )i X, V - i X, V + i x, V + L u(i,j)Cj(x, V),
Ijl=n+1

(A.7) j (n+1) = j,(n+l) ( ) _ V _1_ [ (' 0) _ a(i,j)] ~i
t 2 X L..t v(j) u z, J k ',L-.

Ijl=n+l

It is clear that F(n+1) and f(n+1) satisfy conditions (i), (ii), and (iv) of the lemma;

it remains to verify (iii).

Let ~(i,j) = u(i,j) -a(i,j)/v(j). Iffollows from Equations A.4, A,5, and A.6 that

for i = 1, ... , N,

(A.8) Ft+l) (x, V) cJ?~n) + L ~(i,j)Cj(x, V) (moddegree n + 2).
UI=n+1

By Equation A.7, for i = 1, .. " N,

fi(n+l) (F(n+l) (x, V)) = fi(n) (F(n+1) (x, V))

(A.9) - V ~(i,j)F(n+l)( )jl ... F(n+l)( )jN
L..t v(j) 1 X,V N X,V .

UI=n+1

vVe wish to approximate each term on the right hand side of the above equation

modulo degree n + 2. We accomplish this using the following easy lemma.

LEMMA A.1l. Let f he a polynomial of the form

f(Xl, .. , ,XN) = Xi + higher order terms.

Let gl, ... ,gN he polynomials with no constant term, and let hl, ... ,hN he homoge

neous polynomials of degree m. Then
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\tVorking modulo degree n + 2, we have for i = 1, ... , N,

fi(n) (F(n+1)(x, y)) ft) (<I>in)(x, y) + L p(l,j)Cj(x,y),···
JjI=n+1

... ,<I>~)(x, y) + L p(N,j)Cj(x, y))
1i!=n+1

(A.IO)

- j(n) (;F,.(n) ( ) if,.(n) ( ))= i '±'1 x,y ""''±'N x,y +

+ L p(i,j)Cj(x, y),
Jjl=n+l

by the above lemma with f = ft), gr = <I>~n), and kr = I:ljl=n+1 p(r,j)Cj(x, y).

But by its definition, f(n) is the logarithm of <I>(n). Tt therefore follows that working

modulo degree n + 2,

(A.ll) ft) (F(n+1) (x, y)) _ fi(n) (x) + fi(n) (y) + L p(i,j)Cj(x, y).
Jjl=n+l

Since F}n+l) = Xi+Yi+higher order terms, it is easy to see that for any multi-index

j with UI = n + 1,

(A.12) = v(j)Cj(x, y) + xi + yi (mod degree n + 2).
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Plugging (A.11) and (A.12) into Equation A.9, ''le obtain for each i = 1, ... , N,

ln+l) (F(n+1) (x, y)) fi(n) (x) + fi(n) (y) + L p(i,j)Cj(x,y)-

Ijl=n+l

~ P(i,j)( (')C( ) ~.i j)- L..J v(j) VJ jX,Y+;L-+Y
Ijl=n+l

= fi(n)(X) - L p(i:j) xi+
UI=n+1 v(J)

+ fi(n) (y) - L P(i,.j) yi
UI=n+1 v(J)

= fi(n+l) (x) + f i(n+l) (y) (mod degree n + 2).

This completes the proof of property (iv) and the lemma. o

As in the one-dimensional case, we verify that we have in fact constructed universal

objects. The proof is a straight generalization of the proof of the corresponding one

dimensional theorem.

THEOREM A.12. Let n be a positive integer. Then F(n) (as constructed above) is

a universal, N -dimensional n-bud.

PROOF. We proceed by induction on n. The n = 1 case is trivial. Suppose the

theorem holds for sorne n, and let G be an N-dimensional (n + l)-bud defined over a

ring R.

Treating G as an n-bud, our inductive hypothesis our inductive hypothesis asserts

the existence of a unique ring homomorphism tp(n): A(n) -+ R such that tp~n)F(n)(x, y) _

G(x, y) (mod degree n + 1). Extend rp(n) to a map ;p(n): A(n+l) -+ R by setting

;p(n)u(i,j) = 0 for aIl i = 1, ... ,N and aIl multi-indices j with jjl = n + 1. It is easy

to see that

;p~n)F(n+l)(X, y) G(X, y) (mod degree n + 1).

Since ;p~n) F(n+1) and Gare both (n + l)-buds over R which agree, modulo degree

n+ 1, the N-dimensional Lazard Comparison Lemma asserts the existence of elements
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a(i,j) E R, i = 1, ... , N, UI = n + 1, such that

Gi(X, y) :p~n) Fi(x, y) + L a(i,j)Cj(x, y).
UI=n+l

Recalling Equation A.5, we have

Fi(n+l) (x, y) = Fi(n) (x, y) + HI(x, y) + L u(i,j)Cj(x, y),
UI=n+l

where Hi E A(n)[x, y] is a homogeneous polynomial of degree n + 1. Thus,

Let r.p(n) extend r.p(n) to a map from A(n+l) to R by setting r.p(n+l)u(i,j) = a(i,j)

for an i = 1, ... , N and an multi-indices j with IJI = n + 1. Noting that :p(n) and

r.p(n+l) agree on A(n), we see that

r.p~n+l)F(n+l) (x, y) = r.p~n+l)(Fi(n)(X, y) + HI(x, y)) + L r.p(n+l)u(i,j)Cj(x, y)
Uj=n+l

= :p~n) Fin+l(x, y) + L a(i,j)Cj(x, y)
lil=n+l

Gi(x, y) (mod degree n + 2).

o

We obtain the following the following corollaries just like in the one-dimensional

case.

COROLLARY A.13. Let F(n) be as above and let F(x, y) = limn -+oo FCn) (x, y). The

F is a universal, N -dimensional formal group law defined over the ring A.

COROLLARY A.14. Let G be an N -dimensional n-bud defined over a ring R. Then

G can be extended to an N -dimensional (n +1) -bud, and in fact to an N -dimensional

formal group law defined over R.

COROLLARY A.15. Let F be an N -dimensional formal group law defined over a

ring R of characteristic zero. Then F admits a logarithm defined over the ring R®Q.
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